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MATERIALES PARA CAMINOS 
RUNNER, D. G. 625.7-8.002.3 
1933 - RELA.TION OF GEOLOGICAL FORMA-
TIONS TO ROAD MATERIAL SURVEYS. Roads 
& Streets v 76 n 8 Aug. 193~ p 3Ql - 3. Desc).'ip-
.i:ion of geological fórmatioris which are likely to 
be encountered in making survey, and their effect 
upon amount of material which may be economi-
eally recovered. 
H;Jndex Scientiae" Of. Bi"Qliog. de la Universidad 
ESPECIFICACIONES 
( ...... ) 62b.7-8.002.3 : (083.75) 
1932 ~ REPORT OF COMMITTEE D-4 ON ROAD 
AND PAVING MATERIALS. Am Soc Testing 
;Matls - Proc v 32 pt 1 mtg June 20- 24 1932 
p 423-35. Report of Subcommittee B-6 on extrac-
tion of bituminous aggregates; appendix includes 
proposed methods of testing sheet asphalt paving 
mixtures. 
"Index 'Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625.7-8.002.3 : (083.75) 
1932- ROAD ;MATERIALS. Am Soc Testing 
1\i~tls - Proc v 32 pt 1 mtg June 20- 24 1932 p 
J!15- 88. Tentative specífications and methods of 
testing portland-cement concrete, bituminous ina-
terials and for residue of specified penetration; 
ehemical analysi~ of calcium ch.loride. 
~'Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
~ . 
( ... '!"" .. ) 625.7-8.002.3 : (083.75) 
1933- ROAD MATERIALDS. Am Soc Testing 
Matls- Tentative Standards (Issued Annually) 1933 
p 582-660. Tentative specifications; methods of 
testing; recommended practice for bituminous pa-
ving-plant inspeétion. 
"I ndex S cientiae" O f. Bib liog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.7-8.002.$ : (083.75) 
1933-ROAD MATERIALS. Am Soc Testing 
Matls - Standards (Issued Triennally) pt 2 (Non-
Metallic Materials) 1933 p 899- 1011. Standard 
specifications, definitions and methods of testing. 
"Index 1Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
ASFALTO 
( ...... ) 625.7~8.002.3 665.45 
1933-AGGREGATE PRODUCERS ARE LOGI-
CAL MAKERS OF ASPHALT P A VING MIXES. 
Pit, & Quarry v 26 n 3 Sept. 1933 p 39-40. Gro-
wing use of and demand for low-cost pave1nents 
has resulted in development of many types of pa-
tented asphaltic mixtures; West Process Pavement 
Co plans to inst.all process in aggregate plants. 
"Index !Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universida-d 
( ...... ) 625.7-8.002.3 :. 665.45 
1933 - BRITISH STANDARD SPECIFICATION 
FOR SINGLE-COAT ASPHALT (Cold Process). 
(Forming one of series of British Standard Speci-
fications for Asphalt Road Surfacing). Brit Stan-
dards Instu-Standard Specification n 510 - 1933. 
28 p. 
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( ...... ) 625.7-8.002.3 : 665.45 TAYLOR, N. H. 625.7-8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933-BRITISH STANDARD SPECIFICATION 
FOR TWO-COAT ASPHALT (Cold Process). (For-
:niing one of series of British Standard Specifi-
cátions for Asphalt Road Surfacing). Brit Stan-
dards Instn-Standard Specification n 511 - 1933 
28 p .• 
"lnilex Scientiae'' Of. Bibliog, de la Universidad 
DESING AND TESTING OF ASPHALT P A VING 
MIXTURES. Roads & Road Construction v 11 n · 
124, 125, 126, 127 and 128 Apr 1 1933 p 118 - 20, 
May 1 p 148-50, June 1 p 179- 82, July 1 p 223-
4 and Aug 1 p 258- 60. Indexed in Engineering 
Index 1932 p 1123 from Soc Chem Industry -J. 
(Trans & Communications) Dec 30 1932. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.7-8.002.3 : 665.45 RUBBARD, P. 
1933- CALIFORNIA DEVELOPMENT EXTENDS 
USE OF EMULSIFIED ASPHALT. Construction 
Methods v 15 n 1 Jan 1 1933 p 38-9. Mixture 
employing preheated aggregate may be applied im-
mediately or stock-piled for future use; typical gra-
ding of emulsion premix. 
"Index IScientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
HUBBARD, P. 625.7--8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933- CHARACTE:RISTICS OF LIQUID AS-
PRAL TIC ROAD MATERIALS. Quarry & Roadma-
king v 38 n 441 Aug. 1933 p 338-40. Methods 
of manuf.ecture, testing and use; rapid curing pro-
cess. Before Assn Highway Officials of North 
Atlantic States. 
'' Inaex Scientiae'' O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
GRAY, B. E. 625.7~8.002.3 : 665.45 
1932- CUT-BACK ASPHALTS FOR CONSTRUC-
TION OF LOW-COST ROADS. Contract Rec v 40 
n .. 51 Dec. 21 1932 p 1405- 7 and v 47 n 2 Jan 
11 1933 p 34-6. Consideration of various types 
of pavements that can be built or maint:J.ined 
with cut-backs; road-mix surfaces; graded aggre-
gate type; macadam aggregate type; plant-mix sur-
faces; resurfacing and widening. 
"Index :Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
HUBBARD, P. 625.7--8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933- CUT-BACK ASPHALTS-THEIR CHARAC-
TERISTICS AND USE. Roads & Streets v 76 n 
1 and 2 Jan 1933 p 19- 20 and· Feb p 87-9: see 
also Contract. Rec v 47 n 21 May 24 1933 p 499 -
502. Ja.n: General characteristics of cut-back as-
phalts; value of distillation test for cut-backs. Feb; 
Highway uses of cut-back asphalt; priming; sur-
face treating and seal coating; mineral aggrega-
tes for road or plant mixing; open aggregates mix-
tures; dense graded aggregat~ mixtures. Before 
Tenth Annual Asphalt Paving Confeí-ence. 
H Index Scientiae" o¡. Bibliog. ae la Universitiail 
1933- FOR PRODUCER OF LIQUID ROAD MA-
TERIALS. PetrolE)um world (Lond) v 30 n 39.3 
June 1933 p 163- 6; extract in Nat Petroleum 
News v 25 n 20 May 17 1933 p 40. Original pa- · 
per reviews use of liquid asphaltic petroleum pro-
ducts for highway purposes; asphaltic base oils; 
variation of amount of asphalt in oil causes diffe-
rences in behavior o il of same viscosity; test of as-
phalt content; manufacture of road products; cha-
racteristics of three classes of liquid asphaltic road 
materials; advantages of these materials in construc-
tion of low cost roads. Before Am Petroleum 
Inst. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. 
( ...... ) 625.7--8.002.3 : 665.45, 
1933-LIQUID ASPHALT ROAD MA'rERIALS .. 
Surveyor v 83 n 3144 Peb 24 1933 p 245- 6. Speo 
eifications recoii1mended by Asphalt Institute óf: 
United States; fundamental determinations, rapijl" 
curing cut-back asphaJts; medium-curing cut-back 
asphalts; slow curing products; methods of test; 
flash· point ( open tag); distillation. 
"Jndex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universiilad 
EMERY, H. 
1933-- MINERAL PILLERS FOR SHEET-AS~ 
PHALT P A VING MIXTURES. Am Inst Min & 
Met Engrs-Contrib n 17 mtg Feb 1933 28 p. Purc 
poses of mineral filler in asphalt paving mixture 
are: to reduce voidage and to increase resistance 
of pavement to displacement under traffic; effect 
of sever;¡,l variables on these factors; list of ma'. 
terials used as fíller; specification data; stability 
values of asphalt paving mixtures using various · 
fillers; laboratory test data. Bibliography. ' 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bipliog. de l.a UniversidaiJ 
GALLETTI, P. 625.7-8.002.3 
1932-- SU ALCUNI ESPERIMENTI 
DALL'AZIENDA AUTONOMA STAT 
STRADA PER NUOVE PORME D 'IM:PI:EGI:t 
DELLA POLVERE DI ROCCIA ASPALTICA 
LLE P A VIMENTAZIONI STRADALI. 
Lavori Pubbiici v 70 n 10 Oct 1932 p 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. ile la 
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( ...... ) 625.7--8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933-- VORLAEUFIGES MERKBLATT UEBER 
DIE HERSTELLUNG RAUHER STRASSENBE-
LAEGE UNTER VERWENDUNG VON ASPHAL-
TBITUMEN. Petroleum v 29 n 3 .Jan 18 1933 
p 11-2. 
"lndex .Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
OSTRANDER, V. L. 625. 7--8. 002. 3 : 665.45 
1933-- ADV ANTAGES OF EMULSIFIED AS-
PHALT IN PENETRATION TYPE CONSTRUC-
TION. Can Engr v 64 n 5 Feb 7 1933 p 13- 7 
Differences between emulsion and hot asphalt; 
characteristics of emulsion and method of applica-
tion; closing voids; resurfacing 'old pavements; 
manipulating unequal depths; covering apandoned 
rails; varieties of surface finish. Before Asphalt 
Paving Conference. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
KESSON, C. L. MC, 
OSTRANDER, V .. L. 
and KERN, F. X. 
625.7--8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933-- ASPHALT EMULSIONS IN LOW 'COS'l' 
ROAD CONSTR1JCTION. Pub Works v 66 n 1 .Jan 
1933 p 29- 30. Mixed-in-place construction using 
emulsified asphalt; two types of mixed-in-place 
surfacing; coarsé aggregate road mi:¡¡:; densely gra-
ded aggregate type; asphalt emulsion in penetra-
tion type constrúction; thin penetratioh surfaces; 
r.csurfacing old pavements; varieties of surface fíe 
nish; emulsified asphalt in surface treatmen:t;' ty-
pes of treatment; equipment and costs. 
"In(Jex Scientiae" O f.· Bibliog. de la Universidad 
R;ISCHBRAUN, L. 625.7--8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933--EVALUATION OF EMULSIFIED AS-
PHALTS FOR. ROAD BUILDING PURPOSES. 
Roads & Streets v 87 n 4 Apr 1933 p 150 - 5. Pro-
pertiés of road-building emulsions; homogeneity; 
screening test; madified sedimentation test; corre-
lation of sedimentation tests with storage obser-
vations; mechanical stability and "break"; Me 
Kesson, stone-mixing and calcium-chloride tests; re-
Iation between calcium-chloride test and break 
upon road; quality of deposited film. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.7--8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933--TREATMENT OF ROAD SURFACES 
WITH BITUMEN EMULSIONS. Engineering v 
135 n 3518 .Tune 16 1933 p 659. Results obtained 
in curing concrete by ineans of' bitumen prepara-
tion sprayed on; coating remains effective as sEmi 
for months after it has been subjected to traffic; 
material used is bituminous emulsion known as Co-
las, produced by Colas Products Ltd. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad, 
PEARSON, T. A. 625.7--8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933-- BUIL MORTAR- BOUND MACADAM 
ROADS WITH BITUMEN- COATED CEMENT. 
Concrete v 41 n 11 Nov 1933 p 9 -10. Materials 
of German origin known, as temperature-resisting 
cement and n¡.anufactured by Medusa Portland Ce-
ment Co; by, addition .of bituminous material tó 
cement, initial sét in this cen¡.ent i~ delayed for 
about 8 hr. Bdore Am Road Bldrs Assn. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibli~g. de la Universida~ 
NEUMANN, E. 625.7--8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933-- CRITICAL EXAMIN ATION OF BITUMEN 
ROAD MATERIALS. Surveyor v 84 n 2183 Nov 
24 p 475- 8. Review of German methods of tes-
ting bituminous road materials for resistance to 
compression, impact resistance, stabilíty, tensile 
strength, resistance to impression, plunger pressu-
re, compressibility. Befo re. Soc Chem Industry at 
Pub .. Works, Roads and Transport Congress. 
"Iniiex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
WAL~ER, C. 625.7-8.002.3 : 665.4('\ 
1933- DEUTSCHLANDS VERSORGtJNG MIT 
MINERALOELEN UND BITUMINOESEN STRA" 
SSENBAUSTOFFEN. VDI Zeit v 77 n 43 Oct 28 
1933 p 1153-6. 
"lndex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universid~d 
BOUTET, M. 625.7-8.002.3 : 665.45 
1932- ETUDE SUR L'ADDITION DE "FI-
LLERS" DE DIFFERENTÉS ORIGINES AUX 
LIANTS HYDROCARBONES EN VUE DE LEUR 
AMELJORATION POUR LE REVETEMENT DES 
CHAUSSEES. Anuales des Ponts et chaussées 
(Partie Technique) v 2 n 6 N ov - Dec 1932 p 
273- 318. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
LEUTE, A. 625.7-8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933-- EV APORATION ET OXYDATION DES 
REVETEMENTS 'A BASE DE GOUDRON DE 
HOUILLE. Académie des Sciences - C R v 196 
n 23 J'unin 6 1933 p J 729 - 31; Génie Civil v 102 
n 25 Junin 24 1933 p 508. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
POTTER, F. M. 625.7-8.002.3 : 665.45 
1933- MECHANICAL TESTING OF BITUMI-
NOUS ROAD MA'FERIALS. Soc. Chem Industry-. 
J (Chem & Industry) v 52 n 45 Nov 10 1933 p 
906 -7; Roads & Road Construction v 11 n 131 Nov 
1 1933 p 340. There has been steadily gr.owing 
opinion that ·separate materials having been tested, 
further, group of tests should be applied to paving 
mixture whe:ri laying, these tests being des'igned to 
demonstrate serviceability of paving; attention 
should be given to traffic-load factor, effect of 
frost, moisture, temperature changes, etc. · 
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liUBBARD, P. 625.7--8.002.3 : 665.45 
1931l-- MECHANICAL TESTING OF 1BITUMI-
NOÚS R,OAD MIXTURES. Surveyo'r v 84 n 2Í82 
Nov 17 1933 p 443-4 Stability te~ts; design of 
bituminous paving mixtures; vo~ds' 'in compressed 
bituniinous mixtures· and. aggregatés; íniscellaneous 
use of stability test: resistance' to' water action and 
cracking. Before Soc Chem Indu~try at · Pub 
Works, Roads & Transport Congress. · 
"Index Scientiae" 0{1_ Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.7~8.002.3 : 665.45 
1932-- PUBLIC WORKS, ROADS AND TRANS-
PORT CONGRESS (1933) Quarry & Roadmaking v 
38 Ii 446 De e 1933 p 516 - 22 ( discussion) 522 - 3. 
Abstracts of three papers,. as follows; Laboratory 
Tests and Their Correlation with Full ScaJe Roa-d 
Experiments, .R. G. C. BATSON; Sorne Factors 
Involved in Mechanical Testing of Bituminous 
Mixtures. W. G. ADAM and D. G. MURDOCH; 
Mechanical Testing of :Bituininous Road Mixtures, 
P. HUBBARD. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
ADAM, W. G. and 
MURDOCH, D. G. 
625. 7--8.002. 3 : 66J'í .. 45 
1933--SOME :F'ACTORS INVOLVED IN MECHA-
NICAL OF BITUMINOUS J\I¡:IXTURES. Su.rveyór 
v 84 n 2183 Nov 24 1933 p 479- 80. Compaction by 
roller action; method of app!ying load t~ s:pecF 
rriens; sand-blast attrition te;¡t. Before Soc dliem 
Industry at Pub Works, Roads and Transport Con~ 
gress. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
WACE, R. G. fi25.7--8.002.il : 665.45 
19.3~-- SOMETHING NEW IN .ROAD J'l!JRI,'ACING 
TECHNIQUE. Contract Rec v 47 ¡1 21 May 24 
1933 p 503- 5; Can Engr v fl:i- n 22 May 30 1933 
p 17- 8. Characteristics of ne;, hituminous emul-
sion known as Terolas evolve·i by OuJas Produc:t~, 
Ltd, of London, presenting Hp%ial medtfi for low-
cost construction. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. 'Bibliog. de la Universidad 
SJ;'IELMANN, P. E. 625.7--8.002.3.: 665.45 
1933-- WORLD PETROLEU.M: CONGREi'lS. l!Jth-
2\í~h .Íuly. 1933. Roads & Road'C01uitruer:ion v 11 
n 128 ¡\.ug 1 1~33 p 245- 6. Abs,tract of raper 
pn · asphaltic · bitü.men, as,phaltic bitumen-tar mix-
tures, bituminous mixtures, bituminous emulsl.ons, 
etc. 
"Index Scientiae" Of, Bibliog. de la Universidad 
ALQUITRAN DE HULLA 
MILNE-WATSON, D. 625.7--8.002.3 
1933~-BRITISH ROAD TAR ASSOCIATION. 
J v 204 n 36T8 Nov 15 1933 p 523-4. Presiden\ · 
tial address, with general comment on coal . 
try, carbonization, gas manufecture, production of 
liquid fuels from coal, and importance of use of 
coal tar as road material. · 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
MALLISON. 625.7--8.0023 : 668. 
1933 "- COLD TARS. Gas J v 202 n 3657 June 
1933 p 862- 4; seé also Gas world V 98 n: 255i J 
ne 24 1933 p 674- 5 aitd · Surveyor v 83 n 2161 
Juné 23 19.33 'p 647- 8. Cold tar, in Gerrnany, níeanií 
road tar · which by addition os easily volatile sol- i · 
vents, is diluted to such extent as to enable it to 
be laid on strret in liquid form at usuar tempera-
ture; distinction between cold tars and tar emul-
sions; specificaiions for cold tars; practical test-
methods. Befo re Int Road Tar Conference, · Lu.cei'-
ne. 
"Index .Scientjae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
LEAUTE, A. 625.7--8.002.3 : 668.731 
1933--EV..;\.PORATION ET OXYDATION DES 
REVETEMENTS A BASE DE GOUDRON DE 
HOUILLE. J des. Usines a Gaz v 57 n Hí A-out 5 
1933 p 398. 
"Index Sci .. entiae" Qf. Bibliog. de la Universid.!1d 
WA(JNER, H. 625.7--8.002.3 : 668.731 
1933-- FORTSCHRITTE IN DER CHEMIE DER, 
STRASSENTEERE UND STRSSENTEEREMUL: 
SIONEN. Angewandte Chemie v 46 n 19 Mai 13 
1933 p 253-69. 
"lndex Scientiae" Qf. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CONFERENGE, 625.7--8.002.3 : 668.731 
1933--INTERNATIONAL ROAD TAR CONFE-
RENCE .. Quarry & -Roadmaking v 38 n 440 July 
1933 p 294 - 9; see also Roads & Road Construction 
v 11 n 127 July L1933 p 214-5. Abstracts of pa-
pers presented: Tar Concrete, W. E. CONE; 
Cold Tars, MALLISON; Fílled Tars, P. Le G A-
V.RIAN, D. BOUTET and G. BEDAUX. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universiitad 
MALETTE, J. 625.7--8.002.3 : 668.731 
1933-- NOTE SUR UN APP AREIL DE LABO-
RATOIRE DESTINE A LA DISTILLATION 
FRACTIONNEE DES GOUDRQNS POUR ROU-
TES. Chimie et Industrie v 29 n 6 ( Special N o) 
Juin 1933 p 851- 2. 
"Index IScientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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L:¡<; GAVRI.AN, P. . 625.7-8.002.3 ; 668.731 
1932 ~ NOUVELLE NOTE AU SU JET DE L 
AMELIORATION DES GOUDRONS POUR ROU, 
TES AU MOYEN DE "FILLERS", Annales des 
Ponts et Chaussées (partie TechRique) v 2 n 6 
Nov- Dec 1932. p 265 -72. . 
"Index I.Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de. la Universidad 
COOKE, F. 625.7-8.002.3 : 66á.n1 
1933-P,ROGRESS IN DIRECT REGOVERY OF 
STANDARD ROAD TARS AND OTHER TAR 
CONSTITUENTB FROM VERTICAL RETORT, GQ, 
KE OVEN AND OTHE:¡:{ PRODUGING PLANTS. 
Gas World v 98 n 2544 May 6 1933. (Coking Sec) 
p 8 - 10 ( discussion) · 10 - 4; se e also Gas J v 202 n 
3656 tune 14 1933 p 811- 3 and Irón & Coal Tra-
des Rev v 126 n 3401 May 5 1933 p 709 (discu-
ssion) 709. Data supplementing paper indexed in 
Engineeríng Index 1930 p 1523 from various sour-
ces, concérning process developed at coke-oven 
plant at Wombwell Main Gollierie~, Barn.sley; ope: 
ration on coke ovens; removal of ammomum ·salts; 
experiments at various plants; 'summary of advan-
tages of processes. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
RHODES, E. O. 625.7-8.002.3 ; 668.731 
1933- ROAD-TAR GONSISTENCY GONVERSION 
CHART. Eng News-Rec v 111 n 16 Oct 19 1933 
p 47 4 - 5. Conversion curves determined by tests 
showing relationship of road-tar consistencies as gi-
ven by different methods; examples. 
"lndex 'Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la U1~iversidad 
PICKARD, H. 625.7-8.002.3 ; 668.731 
1933- ROAD TARS. ·Soc Ghem Industry-J (Ghem 
& Industry) v 52 n 1 Jan 6 }933 p 4- 5. Measu-
rement of viscosity of coal tars and pitches; co-
rrelation of absolute viscosity of pich and consis-
tency as measured by Metro instruments, and sof-
tening points as variously recorded. From report 
published by South Metropolitan Gas Go. 
".lndex <S cien tia e" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.7-8.002.3 ; 668.731 
1933-TAR FOR ROAD MAKINd. Instn Min 
Engrs-Me~o n lÍ Apr 1933 4 p; see also Gas Engr 
v 1 n 8 July 1933 p 389; Golliery Guardian v 146 
n 3779 June 2 1933 p 1014; and Iron & Goal T'f'a· 
des Rev v 126 n 3405 June 2 1933 p 860. Unsui-
tability of water-bound macadam roads for high-
speed motor traffic: use of coal tar as binder; coal 
tar and its markets road tar and its competitors; 
properties' required in road tar; uses of road tar 
for surface spraying, as binder for tar macadam, 
and for grouting dry rolled surface. 
"Index 'Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
WEBER, H . 625.7-;-8.002.3 ; 668.731 
1933- BREAKDOWN OF BITUMINOUS ROAD-
MAKING EMULSIONS IN CONTAGT WITH 
STONE. Indus Ghemis't v 9 n 102 July 1933 p 
240 - 3. Method which · completely suppresses evapo-
ration and therefore determines influence of stone 
itself on stability of emulsion: principies of pro-
cedure; study of individual experimental factors; 
quantitative pr'ocedure; study of road-construction 
emulsions and stones by rriethod used in Saxony¡ 
cause o! breaking of emulsions in contact with 'sto-
ne ¡ m.echanism of '' breaking' '. ' 
"Index 1Scientiae" @f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
UIBERREITER, G. 
und SUIDA, H. 
625.7-8.002.3 ; 668.731 
1933- UEBER DEN ZERFALL VON STRASSEN, 
BAUEMULSIONEN IN BERUEHRUNG MIT OES-
T~REIGHISCHEN STRASSENBA UGESTEINEN, 
Petroleum v 29 n 29 J uli 22 , 1933 p 1 - 6. 
"Index :Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. dt! la Universid,ad 
HORMIGON ALQUITRANIGO 
CONE, W. E. 625.7-8.002.3 ; 668.731 
1933- TAR CONCRETE. Gas J v 202 n 3657 .Tu-
ne 21 1933 p 864- 5; see also Gas World v 98 n 
2551 June 24 1933 p 672- 4; Eng & Gontract Rec 
(formerly Gontract Rec) v 47 n 31 !Aug 2 1933 
p 739- 41; Súrveyor v 83 n 2161 June 23 1933 
p 645- 6 and Chem Age v 28 n 730 June 24 1933 
p 573-4. Importance in desing of tar-concrete mix-
tures, of knowledge of fac.tors which control re-
sistance to displacement under traffic; stability; 
durability; principal weakn13ss of fine aggregate of 
tar concrete compresséd mixtures lies in their' in-
capacity to maintain structural strength neeessa-
ry to prevent di~tortion and rutting of pavements; 
coarse aggregate increases structural strength; me-
thod of application of tar concrete mixtures. Be-
fore Int Road Tar Gonference. 
"Index ;Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
COSTO DE LA GONSTRUGCION DE CAMINOS 
HARRISON, J. L. 625.7-8.00312 
1933-INDEX OF GOST OF HIGHWAY GONS-
TRUCTION. Pub Roads v 14 n 5 July 1933 p 
81 - 92. Study of unit prices for highway ex ca va-
tion, surfacing, and structures from 1923; quanti: 
tibs of work and materials required · per mile of 
highway; price trend in highway construction; cost 
trend in highway construction. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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PROYECTO, establecimiento de 
HEINEKAMP und FEHLEMANN 625.72 
1933-:- DIEA USBILDUNG DES QUERSCHNITTES 
DER KRAFTFAHRBAHNEN. Verkehrstechnik n 
14 Juli 20 1933 p 345, 8. 
"Index .Scientjae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CURVAS, TRAZADO 
PLATT, H. C. 625.724 
1933-ANALYSIS OF CAMBER AND SUPERE-
LEVATION ON ROAD CURVES. Surveyor v S3 
n 2154 May 5 1933 p 485-6. Review of princi-
ple.s of design. Before Instn Civ Engrs. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
POTTER, W. B. 625. 724 
1933-BANKING HIGHWAY CURVES. Eng 
News-Rec v 111 n 11 Sept 14 1933 p 32·7. Dis-
cussion of movement of automotive vehicles around 
curves, with special reference to incidents and s!J: 
verity of accidents. · 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CÁREY, C. O. 625. 724 
1933-,- CALCULATING VERTICAL CURVES BY 
F;IRST AND SECOND DIFFERENCES. Civ Eng 
(NY) v 3 n 1 and 2. Jan 1933 p 34-5 and Feb 
(discussion) p 98. Method of solving problems o:f 
vertical curves differ:ing slightly from that usual-
ly given in textbooks; tabular calculation for :ver-
tical curve. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad. 
WILEY, C. C. ,625. 724 
1933-;- CONCERNING VERTICAL CURVES. Eng 
News-Rec v 110 n 8 Feb 23 1933 p 258 ~ 9'. Di8-
cussion. of paper en.titled: Parabolic Vertical Cur-
ves of Highway G·rades, M. W. FURR, indexed 
in Engineering Index 1932 p 1130 from issue of 
0ct 27 1932. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Uni11ersidad 
LOENNROTH, A. 625. 724 
1933- MINKAELAISIA KAARRESAETEITAE 
OLISI TEILLAEMME KAEYTETTAEVAE. Tek-
nillinen. Aikakauslehti n 5/6 Mai- Juni 1933 p 
201- 5. 
"Index Bcientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
ULLERSTAM, A. E. 625.724 
1933- OM KOERBANEKURVOR. Tekn.isk 'fids-
krift v 63 n. 4 und 12 Jan 28 1933 (Vaeg- och 
Vatten.byggnadskonst) p 6- 11 und Marz 25 (Vaeg-
och Vettenbyggnadskonst) p 33- 6. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
ROYAL-DAUSON, F. G. 
1933- RECTIFYING ROAD CURVES. Roads & 
Road Construction v 11 n 121, 122 and 123, J 
2 1933 p 23-4, Feb 1 p 57- 8 ( discussion) 59-
and Mar 1 p 101- 2. Jan 2: Examination. of con,: 
tention. that there is ample margin in width of · 
ordinary roadway to cover discrepan.cy between 
road aligment an.d actual üack of vehicle; Iaying 
out of n.ew roads on. transition principies; example 
of ordinary road curve; process of rectification. 
Feb 1: Nature of superelevation; example; 
ting curves; superelevating circular ares; Limits 
of transition; -éurves of large radius. 
"Index Scientiae" Qf. Bibliog. de la 
ABBETT, R. W. 
1933...,..,. SOL VING VERTICAL CURVES 
GRAPH AND TABLES. Eng News-Rec v 110 n 6 
Feb 9 1933 p 186. Constru¡¡tion of diagram and, 
table for computing poin.ts on parabolic vertical 
curves; sing!e multiplicatiOil determines aily ordi- . 
nate from tangen.t grade to curve. 
"Index Bcientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
STABILINI, L. 
1933 -SULLA CONFORMAZIONE DELLA SU-
PERFICIE STRADALE AGLI ESTREMI DELLE. 
CURVE. Strade v 15 n 1 gen 1933 p 19 - 22. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la 
ROYAL-DAWSON, F. G. 
1933- EXAMPLE OF ROAD IMPROVEMENT. 
Roads & Road Construction. v 11 n 130 Oct 
1933 p 318 - 9. Detailed numerical example 
thod of improving alignment of road usin.g 
ca te tran.sition curve. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
SEYMOUR, K. 
1933- FEATURES OF CORNER DESING. Sur: 
veyor v 83 n 2159 Jun.e 9 1933 p 593-4. Carria-\ 
geway widths at junctions; transition curves at 
corners. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
ARNOLD, J. N. 
1933- LENGTH OF P A VEMENT 
FOR CAR TO PASS A TRUCK OF 
LENGTH. Eng News-Rec v 111 n 7 and 15 
17 1933 p 191 an.d Oct 12 ( discussion) p 449. 
truction of alignment chart for computing 
of pavemént required to pass truck. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
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625.72 
Hl33 - M.AKING HIGHW.AY P.AY FOR :ETS 
éOST. EJ;lg. News·Rec v 110 n 19 May 11 1933 
p 590-1 and (discussion) v -111 n 6 and 22 .Aug 
10 1933 p 177 and Nov 30 p 660- l. Constr~ction 
of chart for ascertaining j11stifiable capital outláy 
per níile and type of improvement indicatéd for 
any high:way project; stage construction; overbuilt 
róads. . 
"1ndex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidád 
DUOGHER'l'Y, N. w. 625.72 
-OPER.ATING ECONOMICS OF HIGHW.AY 
GRADES. Eng News-Rec v 111 n 3 July 20 1933 
.·. p 69 - 70. .Analysis based ón various theories and 
· ·· éxperiments indicating that universal grade re-
duction is not substantiated by operating econo-
inies; distances required on different rates of gra-
, de to change descending speed from one value to 
. another; distances required on different rates of 
.. grade to change speed from 2.5 to 35, 35 to 45 
and 45 to 55 mph, and,grade¡; at wlñch speeds will 
not increase; gasoline consumption on di;fferent 
grades and at various speeds. 
\~'Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
B.AL.ATRONI, F. 625.72 
1932-PER LO STUDIO R.AZION.ALE DELLE 
STR.ADE ORDIN.ARIE E DEI LORO TR.AFFICI. 
·Politecnieo v 80 n 12 Dec 1932 p 693- 8. 
"1ndex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625.72 
1932 __, SULL.A SEZIONE STR.AD.ALE OTTIM.A 
DELLE .ARTERIE URB.ANE .A GRANDE TR.A-
FFIÓO. Strade v 14 n 12 Dec 1932 p 330-44. · 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625.72 
-TOD.AY'S PERFECTED M.AIN RO.AD. 
Eng News-Rec, v 111 n 24 Dee 14 1933 p 706 -14. 
Review of design praetice; line and grade; road-
way profile; design of road-side, shoulder and sub-
base; intersections and crossings; concrete pave-
Inent; brick and bituminous pavements; · bridges 
a~d culverts; materials; eonstruction praeüee. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CONSTRUCCION DE CAMINOS 
HUGHES, .A. C. 625.741 
1933-RO.AD SURF.ACE DRESSING DEVELOP-
MENTS. Surveyor v 84 n 2168 .Aug 11 1933 p 127: 
Various madifications whic)l have been adopted in 
connection with surface dressing sinee that proeess 
carne into use, following introduction of meehami-
eally propelled vehieles; early diffieulties,; tar vis-
eosities; gritting materiáls; man vs maehine; use 
of bitumen. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Univer.<ridad 
W.AHL, C. G. 625.741 
1933- SETTLING RO.AD EMB.ANK:MENT BY 
UNDERFILL BL.ASTING. Pub works v 64 n 3 
Mar 1933 p 15-6. Experience of Ohio State High 
way Department; treneh blasting; underfill blas-
ting ¡ relief blasting. · 
"Ináex Scie'IJ,tiae" Of. Bibliog .. de la Universidad 
LIVINGSTON, K. F. 625.741, 
1932- SHOOTING MUCK. Highway Engr & Con-
trator v 41 n 5 Nov 1932 p 9 -10 and 45. Methods 
of fill settlement through use of explosives; me-
thod of placing long column of dy~amite in soupy 
mud; loading diagram for Boyd's Lane, Rhode Is~ 
land, Job. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universiclad 
HICKM.AN, H. C. 625.741 
1933 - SIMPLIFIED HIGHW .AY CONSTRUC-
'l'ION PL.ANS. Civ Eng (NY) v 3 n 11 Nov 1933 
p 626. Simplified plans used in eonstruction of 
seetion of Gilmer-Murray highway, in Georgia, sho-
wing distribution of earthworks. 
"Index Scie'fJ,tiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
T.ART.ARINI, W .. 625.741 
1933- SULL.A RECENTE TECNIC.A MECC.ANI-
C.A .ADOTT.AT.A NELLE COSTRUZIONI STR.A-
D.ALI. .Annali dei Lavori Pubblici v 71 n 5 e 6 
Maggio 1933 p 443- 56; Junio p 529-59. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625 . 72 SINTON, J. 625.741 
- WIDE BOULEV .ARD-ITS DESIGN .AND 
'·'"''"nnnr-.T. Eng News-Rec v 110 n 25 June 22 
33 p 808 - 10. Long-time view on certain phases 
_·· économies in volved in wide boulevard design; 
eéonomic city planning, transportation technique 
·and financial limitations; comparative traffie fea-
t~res of proposed Lake Front Drive, Chieago 
with eight free lanes and Mie)1igan .A ve. with 
four free lanes; rail vs motor. 
f <Index. Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Uni·versidad 
1933- 'fR.ANS-CAN.AD.A HIGHW .AY. Eng Inst 
Can-J v 16 n 3 Mar 1933 p 107- 11. Construction 
of Ontario Section as unemployment-relief measu-
re; general policy, organization, eonstruetion and 
methods of securing arid distributing labor and 
supplies; work aceomplished eovered SOO-mi of new 
construction and about same mileage of recons-
truetion; standard eross seetions and super eleva-
tion data for 30-ft roadway. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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fOPE, C .. S. 625.741 MULLEN, J. R. 
1930- WESTERN HIGHWAY PRACTICE, WITH 
SPECIAL REPERENCE TO CALIPORNIA. Am 
Soc Civ Engrs-Trans v 9.8 paper n 1836 p 473- 89 
(qiseussion) 490- 513. Indexed in Engine'ering In: 
dex 1930 p 1516 from Proe Aug 1930 pt I, under 
headi:itg: Road Cónstruction·California:. 
"Ind/3x Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de 'la Universidad 
CAPES, 9· F. 625.741 
1933- CONSTRUCTIOJ:'f OP OID-MIXED SUR-
FACES IN HIG:UER ALTITUDES. Roads & 
Streets v 76 n 7 July 1933 p 274- 5. Experíence 
in con¡¡truction of 14 mi of surfacing in Yellowsto, 
ne park at locations ranging in elevation from 7000 
to ?600 ft abov,e .set level. Before 1933 Highway 
Conierence at Univ Colo:~.:ado. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. lhbliog. de la Universidad 
GODPREY, E. 625. 7 41 
1933- EXPLOSIVES POR SETTLING HIG H-
WAY PILLS. Can Engr v 64 n 18 May 2 1933 
p 11 - 3; see also-Quarry & Roadmaking v 38 n 
441 Aug 1933 p 340 - 2 and Eng & Contract Rec 
(formerly Contract Rec) v 48 n 23 ·.June 7 1933 
p 563- 6. :M:ethod of using explosives for displa" 
ciiig unsta:b.Ie materials beneath highway emban-
~:m:ents, to permit a:ccelerated seftlement of these 
ér:itl:¡ankments to hard bottom; trench blasting; un-
derfill method; relief method .. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
LIV1NGSTON, P. L. 625.741 
1933-:-- HELPING NATURE SETTLE PILLS IN 
RHODE ISLAND AND OHIO. Contractors & 
EJ1g¡:s Monthly v 26 n 6 June 1933 p 27-8. Me-
tlJ.oqs of blasting for construction. of highway fills 
in gwampy ground in Rhode Island and Ohio. 
¡, Ir;dex Scientiae '' O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
ALLE, T. W. 62.5.741 
1933-HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION MANAGE-
MENT. Am so'c Civ Engrs-Trans V 98 paper n 
1830 1933 p 192-206 (discussion) 207-10. Inde-
X()d in Engineering Index 1930 p 1517 under hea-
qing; Road Construction-Management, from Proc 
Mar 1930. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CH:URCH, H. K. 625. 7 41 
1933-:- INPL UENCE OF DEPTHS OF CUTS ON 
HIGHWAY EXCA VATING CüSTS. Contractors !& 
Engrs Monthly v 27 n 2 Aug 1933 p 19 - 22. Study 
of 60 road projects; excavati:r¡.g equipment; dipper 
shovel performance; skimmer shovel performance; · 
handling rock; analyzing depths of cuts; interpre-
tation of analysis; percent of total roadway ex-
cavation aceordi¡¡g to depth of cut. 
i 'ln(Jex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1933-MAN POWEl~ AND MACHINE IN HIGH-
WAY WORIC. Roads and Streets v 76 n 7 .ruly 
1933 p 268 - 9; see also Excaváting Engr v 27 n · 6 
Jime 1933 p 227 - 9 :ind 253. Labor production ii{ 
roa,d wor~; paving. pe'r man hour; introquction of 
machinery step¡; up output; lower unit prices aD:d 
inc:rease of skiiled labor; ÜJ.Creased employm~nt iÚ 
machiúery manufecturing; mechanical methods de· 
c'rease cost of work. Befo re 1933 Wisconsin Road 
School. 
"lnd{!x Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Dniversida,l 
PETTERSON, P. G. 625.741. 
1933-MAN-POWER VERSUS MACHINES IN 
ROAD BUILDING. West Construction News & 
Highways Bldr v 8 n 2 Jan 25 1933 p 37-8. Au-
thor advocates principal use of machinery in road 
construction, in places where where substitution 
of hand labor would ureasonably increase cost, and 
for operations where hand-labor methods could not 
produce as good quality of work. 
"Index Scientiae•·• O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
GOLDBECK, A. T. 625.741 
1933-NATURE AND EFFECT OP SURFACE 
COATING ON COARSE AGGREGATES. Am Hihg-
ways v- 12 n 3 July 1933 p 9 -13. ;Report to 
· Committee on correlation of research in mineral' 
aggregates; surface coatings found on. coarse aggre-
gates; stone dust; clay coati:itgs; organic coatings; 
alkali salt coatings on coarse aggregate; bitumi-
no_us oil impregnations and coatings; materials; 
fréezing tests; ca1cáreous incrustations; sugar coa~ 
ting on aggregate; miscellaneous incrustations. 
!~Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
WOOLEY, CL. 625.74:1, 
1933- NEW METHOD OP BLASTING SWA.MP 
POR HIGHWAY PILL. Eng News-R.ec v 110 n 
22 June 1 1933 p 715- 7. see also Roads & Strets 
v 76 n 7 July 1933 p 249- 52. Construction of road 
fill 54 ft wide, 1100 ft long, across salt marsh near 
Portsmouth; RI; alternate layers of mud aml sand 
are cut through by blasting trench full width be-
fore depositing fill; new methods of placing explo-
sives developed; blasting reduced cost. 
"Index Bcientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 62'5. 741 
193.3- PEA.T MARI;!H PILLED BY DISPLACE· 
MENT WITH WA'l'ER JETS. Construction Me-
thods v 15 · n 5 may 1933 p 34 - 5. Experiencf 
in filling projéct across Chandler Marsh, north of 
Lansing, on U, S. 27; diagram of jetting opera· 
tion. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universid,ail 
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HUCHES, A. C. 625.741 
1933-PROBLEMS OF SURFACE, DRESSING. 
Surveyor v 83 n 2145 Mar 3 1933 p 269- 71. Early 
dressings; penetration; use of covering grit; tar 
specifications; dhesive qualities; proprietary pro, 
ducts; safety in use; bitumonous emulsions; cove: 
ring aggregate; size and grading; effect of mois-
turé. 
"Index Bcientiae" .Of. Bibliog, de la Uni!versidqd 
.fMMEL, H. D. 625.741 
1933-PROMOTING SAFETY IN HIGHWAY 
OONSTRUCTION. Roads & Streets v 76 n 5 May 
1933 p 187- 9. Accident-prevention policies of 
Pennsylvania Department of Highways; depart-
ment purchases 24,000 pairs safety goggles; devi-
ce developed in driving posts; safety education; 
first aid instructors; accident records; use of ac-
cident reports; set-up of safety o:rganization. 
"Index Bcientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
STREET, L. P .. 625.741 
1933- RECENT TRENDS IN SURFACE TREAT-
MENT. Constructio.n Methods v 15 n 1 Jan 1933 
p 24- 5. Review of new practices and equipment 
developed in United S tates. 
"Index Bcientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CHURCH, H. K. 625.741 
1933-RIGHT EQUIPMENT FOR JOB. Eng 
Ne~s-Rec v llO n 18 May 4 1933 p 55\l- 9. Re~ 
conj. and analyses of 30 road gra.iling jobs in Penn-
sylvania, aggregating 1,400,000 yd, provid~ng ba-
sis for selecting economical equipmerit for average 
and individual grading operatipn; excayation theo-
ry; volume .and length ,petce·ntage; distribution of 
total excavation according· to depth of cut, shown 
by empírica! and theoretical .curves, 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Univers-idad 
BARRY, G. S. 625.741 
1933 - ROADMAKING AND ROATIMAKING 
EQUIPMENT. Quarry & R<Jadmaking (Special 
No) v 38 n 435 Feb 21 1933 p 83-7. General 
discussion of modern roadmaking methods; sub-soil 
drainage; foundation work; formation of crust; 
footpaths; surface treatment plant. Before Scien-
tific S oc of Ro y T.ech ColÍege. 
"Tndex 8cientiae" O f. Bibliog: de la Universlilf!d 
TRATMAN, E. E. R. 625.741 
1932- ROADMASTER AND HIS WORK. Scran-
ton, I~ternational TextJ::¡ool>. Co., 1932. 68 pp., 
diagrs., chaits, ta bles: $ · l. 00. Practi~al m11,nual 
describing roadmaster 's duties and methoqs for. per-
forming the~. Eng Soc Li'Q NY. · 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Univers·iaad 
( ...... ) 625.741 
1933- A. R. B. A. STRESS'ES TEúiiNIQUE OF 
ROADBUILDING. Eng News-Rec v 110 n 4 Jan 
26 1933 I! 113-4. Abstracts of prÓceedings of 
1933 convention of American Road Builders 1 
Association; abstracts of paper on county road ad-
mínístratíon, fíllers for bríck roads, asphalt emul-
sions, Io;;-cost residential streets, etc. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
SCHULTZ, W. 625.741 
1933- BORING AND SOUNDING EQUIPMENT 
USED IN AQCELERATING SWAMP FILL SUB· 
SIDENCE. Explosíves E~gr v 11 'n 4 Apr 1933 
p 109 - 13. Equipment and methods used in exploc 
ration, by Minnesota Highway Department, for 
subsidence blasting in construction of highway 
acro,ss peat swamp; resistance or penetration ham-
mer f detaíls, of jaek u_sed for pulling soundíng rod 
used with resistance _hammer. · · 
"Index ·Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
WITHYCOMBE, E. 625.741 
1933- CALIFORNIA P A VEMENT RÉCORDS 
AND CONSTRUCTION PROG:RESS. Pub Works 
v 64 n 9 Sept 1933 p 25 - 6. Aspha1t concrete and 
bituminous smoothness reéoriis; asphalt-concret~ 
pavement constructíon; automatíc proportioners; 
mixture desingn; oil-surfaced roads; fiJilishing. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
HOPKINS, R. 6,25. 741 
1933-CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT. Am 
~oc Civ Engrs-Trans v 98 paper n 1831 1933 p 
211 - 4 ( discussion) 215 - 7. Indexed in Erigin:eering 
Index 1930 p 1517 under heading: Road (Jonstrue-
tio,n-Management, from Proc ~ar 1930. 
"Inaex Bcientiael' Of. Bibliog. de ·la Universidad 
TRATAMIENTO D:E LA SUPERFICIE 
LUER 625.75 
1930- BERICR.T üBER DIE OFFENTLICHE TA-
GUNG -DES AUSSCHUSSES "TEERSTRASSEN" 
DER STUDIENGESELLSCHAFT FüR AUTOMO· 
BILS~RASSENBA U am 13. ul).d 14. Mai 1.930, in 
München. Berlín, 1930, Verl. d. Studienges. f. 
f..utomobílstrassenbau, 103 p. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.75 
19$0- MERB.LATT FüR OBERFLACHEN~EE­
RUNGEN. Gas- u. Wasserfa~h, 1930. p. 351· 54 .. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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MüLLER 625.75 HAUSMANN 
1930- '¡'EERSTRASSEN FüR MITTLEREN D;ND 
SCHWEREN VERKEHR. Gas- u. Wasserfach. 
1930. p. 279-84. . 
'' Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
KELL 625.75 
1931- VERWENDUNG VON BITUMEN EMUL-
SIONEN IM STRASSENBAU. Bit. 1931, p. 62 · 65. 
u Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
MAIER 625.75 
1931-AUFBAU VON AsPHALTBELAGEN AUF 
ALTEN FAHRBAHNEN. Bitumen, 1931, p. 39-44. 
« Index Scientide" O f. Bibliog. 1 de la Universiliad 
TEMME 625.75 
1931- FAHRSICHERE UND RA UHE STRAS-
SENBEFESTIGUNGEN UNTER VERWENDUNG 
VON ASPHALT. Bitumen, 1931, N<>. 3. ' 
~' Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1929 - TEERSPLITTPFROPFEN ODER 
üBERZUG. Verkehrst, 1929·. p. 95-96. 
u lndex Sc~entiae" o¡: Bibliog. de la Universidád 
HENTRICH 
1927- QUE NOUS ENSEIGNENT LES PISTES 
D'ESSAI DE BRAUNSCHWEIG SUR LES RE< 
VETEMENTS GOUDRONNEUX DES CHAUS:; 
SEES. Berlín, Verkehrsteschnik 1927, p. 808-811. 
u Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
RICHARDSON 625.75.0025 
1923- THE BITUMINOUS CINCRETE 
SHEET ASPHALT MIXING PLANT OF THE 
ADELAIDE CITY CORPORATION. "Commonw, 
Engr. " Oct. I. P. 124 - 7. 
''Index fjcie'(!tiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.75.006 
1923-PORTABLE TAR-MACAUAM · DRYING. 
AND MIXING PLANT. "Engng" Nov. 16. P. 
620. 3 F. 
MUELLER 625.75 "Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Unit,ersidc¡d 
1931- DER MODERNE TEERSTRASSENBAU. 
Gas- u. Wesserf. 1931, No. 13, p. 281-89. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
KLOSE 625.75 
1930- LE GOUDRON APPLIQUE A FROID. 
Asphalt u. Tee·r, 18 juin 1930, p. 667- 70. 
~'I~dex Scientiae" ,Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
HEUTRICH. 625.75 
1929-RESULTATS DES SERIES D'EXPERIEN-
~~~Nt~C:EN1~~ ~~~~~~EsWR ~~R Rt~T~og; 
ESSAI DU BRUNSWICK. Petr. 1929. p. 1389-
90. 
"Index Scientiac" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
LENGERKE 625.75 
1929-IMPORTANCE DE LA COUCHE DE cou: 
VERTURE DANS LE GOUDRONNAGE SUPER: 
FICIEL ET DES MO:DES DE TRAITÉMÉNT 
ANALOGUES DES ROUTES. Teer u. Bitumen. 
1929. p. 552- 54.' 
:'Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
(JONE 625.75 
1930- COAL TAR WITH SPECIAL REFEREN-
CE TO ROAD WORKS. Gas JI. 19?0. p. 826 • 27. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625.75 : 613.4 
1927-INFLUENCE DU GOUDRONNAGE DES 
ROUTES SUR LA SANTE PUBLIQUE SUR LES 
VEGETAUX ET SUR LES POISSONS. Paris, L~ 
Revue Générale des R9utes, 1927. ' 
uindex Bcientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
BONWETSCH 625.75 : 625.852 
1931 - OBERFLACHENBEHANDLUNG VON 
STAMPFASPHAL TSTRASSEN. Verkehrstechn. 
(Strassenb. u. unterhaltg.) 1931, p. 29-30. 
"Index Scientíae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CONDRUP & SPIERS 625.75 : 665.442.9 
1929-INFLUENCE DES CONDITIONS DE DIS-
TILLATION SUR LA CONSISTENCE DES GOU-
DRONS, POUR ROUTES. Gas JI. 1929, p. 856. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.75 : 668./31 
1928- BITUMEN-BESTl:MMUNG IN GEMIS-
CHE;N VON STRASSENTEER UND ERDOL., 
BITUMEN. Verkehrstechn. 1928, p. 121-22. 
u Index Scientiae" O f. Biblj.pg. de la Universidad 
KUTHE 625.75 (4~) 
1929- TEERSPLITTA'NLAGEN DER PROVIN-
ZIALVERWALTUNG BRANDENBURG. Verke'llrs-
techn. 1929, p. 607--11. · 
< 'Index Scientiae'' O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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'M.t\.HE 625.75 (663) 
1928-NOTE SUR L'EMPLOI DES GOUDRONS 
ET BITUMES POUR LA PROTECTION DES 
CHAUSSEES DANS LA REGION DE DAKAR 
(Sénégal). París Bull. d. 1' Assoc. Intcrn. Perman. 
d. Congres d. l. Route 1928 p. 112-20. 
"Index Soientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
LINDSEY RAY 625.75 ~·.:1) 
1931-GOUDRONNAGE DE ROUTES DANS L' 
OKLAHOMA. Roads and Streets, tome LXXI, 
janvier 1931, p6- 8; 7 figures. Méthodes de tra-
vail. Equípement mécanique. Prix de revient. 
"Index Soientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.752 
1924- TAR MACADAM PLANT WITH SCROLL 
DRIER AND CUBE MIXER. "Engng." May 60, 
p. 700-3 F. 
"Index Soientiae" O f. Bibliog. d'e la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.752-85.0025 
1923-100 TON TAR MACADAM DRYING AND 
MIXING PLANT. "Engng." March 23. p. 364. 
1 F. 
"Index Soientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
LADRILLOS, PAVIMENTOS 
(. ¡ .... ) 625.821.2 
1933- BASES, BEDDING AND FILLERS FOR 
BRICK PAVEMENTS. Am City v 48 n 12 Dec 
1933 p 50- 3. Abstract of report of Committee on 
Brick Pavement¡; of American Road Builder's Asso-
ciation; bases; bedding courses; rolling; fillers; re-
laying used brick; maintena.'!lce. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.821.2 
1933-BRICK PAVEMENT ON SAND·CLAY BA-
SE. Roads & Streets v 76 n 6 June 1933 p 217. 
Construction of brick surface on specially propor-
tioned mixture of sand and clay as base in 5-mi 
road job in Dougherty County, Ga. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.821.2 
1933- BRICK RESURFACED WITH CONCRETE 
ON IOW A P A VING PROJECT. Construction Me-
tl¡,ods v 15 n 5 May 1933 p 22 - 3. Experience 
wlth concrete resurfacing of 9600 ft of old pave-
ment on U. S. 55, north of Dubuque. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
HIELSCHER, A. 625. 821. 2 
1933 -DIE KLINKERSTRASSE. Tonindustrie-
Ztg v 57 n 19 and 22 Marz 6 1933 p 219 - 21 and 
Marz 16 p 264- 5 ( discussion) 265- 6. Vitrified 
brock roads; prosperties of vitrified brick; method 
of building brick roads; strength, durability and 
utility. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
MERELL, O. W. 625. 821. 2 
1933- METHOD OF REMOVING SURPLUS FIL-
LER IN BRICK P A VEMENT CONSTRUCTION. 
Roads & Streets v 76 n 8 Aug 193"3 p 299-300. 
Remov,al is accomplished by coating brick just 
prior to application of filler with whitewash, cal- : 
cium chloride in solution or patented mixture who-
se trade name is B & B. Before Nat Pving Brick 
Assn. 
"Index :Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
w~ss, H. H. 625.821.2 
1933- OHIO TESTS BRICK P A VEMENT CONS-
'rRUQTION METHODS. Pub works v 64 n 1 Jan 
1933 p 13. Prac~ice of Ohio Department of High-
ways in construction of 3. 063 mi of pavement on 
State Highway No. 75 in Carroll County, divided 
into 12 sections, each differing from all others in 
sorne respects; features of fillers and cushions used. 
"Index >Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
PHILLIPS, R. L. 625.821.2 
1933- RECENT DEVELOPMENTS [N BRIOK 
PAVI~G FOR MUNICIPALITIES. Am City v 48 
n l Jan 1933 p 55- 7. Building of pavements for 
subgrade; use of concrete base and cushions; im-
provement in paving brick; asphalt billers and 
their use; curb and gutter eonstruction; resurfa-
cing or relaying brick pavements. Before Nat 
Paving Brick Assn. / 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bioliog. de la Universidad 
(. ; .... ) 625.821.2 
1932- RECENT PRACTICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
IN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF BRIOK 
P AVEMENTS. Am Road Bldrs Assn - Convention 
Proc Jan 11·15 1932 Bul n 34 p 3 -17. Report of 
Committee of American Road Builders Association; 
base courses of foundations ;. bedding course ( cus-
hion); brick course; filler, standard filler specifi-
cations; application; relaying, replacement, resur-
facing, etc. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CRANDELL, J .. S. 625.821.2 
1933- RESEARCH ON FILLERS FOR BRIOK 
PAVEMENTS. Roads & Streets v 87 n 4 Apr 1933 
p 158-60. Laboratory study of mastic cushion 
courses; penetration depth; stabilizing filler; rub-
ber admixture; emulsions as fillers; surface iilm. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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O'BRIEN, M. P. 625.821.2 
1933- RESURFACING BRICK WITH BRICK -
AN ECONOMICAL P~ACTICE. Am City v 48 n 3 
Mar 1933 p 47- 8. Practice of Springfield, III. 
Before Nat Paving Brick Assn. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Uni,;ersidad 
SCHLESINGER, G. F. 625.821.2 
1933-TREND IN RESURFACING IN PAVE; 
MENTS WITH BRIOl\;. Roads & Streets v 76 n 1 
Jan' 1933 p 1- 4. , Reasons why wearing courses in-
crease service value of old concrete slabs; construc-
tion methods; gutter construction; relaying brick 
on concrete bases; base preparation. 
"!ndex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.821.2 
1933- W ARUM UND WIE PRUEFT MAN STRAS-
SENKLINKER~ Tonindustrie-Ztg v 57 n 19 'Marz 
6 Hl33 p 223-4. 
'' Index Séientiae'' O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
HORMIGO N 
( ...... ) 
1933 -CONCRETE ROADS. Engineer v 155 n 
4024 Feb 24 1933 p 202-3. McLea system of cons: 
truction in which top layer of concrete is plaeed. 
in pockets of steel meshwork: steelwork is for-
med from mild steel strip bent into short zigzag 
lengths and hel(l loosely in position by steel r0ds 
passed through holes pierced in angles. 
"Index .8Qientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 
1933-PAVING THROUGH BLOW SAND. ~Con­
tractors & Engrs Montly v 27 ~4,0ct 193Sp Ü ~ 3: 
Construction of ,concrete road 3. 88 m long, 20 ft 
wide in dune country along lake Michigan, near 
Ludington, Mich; successful use of gasoline lo-
como ti ves and industrial railway equipment; pou-
ring and curing of concrete slabs. 
"Index >Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
( ...... ) 
1932-PUEFVERFAHREN BEIM BETONSTRAS-
SENBA U. Tonindustrie-Ztg v 57 n 19 Marz 6 
(., ..... ) 625.84 1933 p 221-3. 
1933-BOSTON WORCESTER TURNPIKE PA-
VED BY TRUCK MIXERS. Eng News-Rec v 110 
n 4 .Tan 26 1933 p 104- 7; see also Construction 
Methods v 15 n 1 Jan 1933 p 20- 3 and Pub Works 
v 64; n 1 Jan 1933 p 24-6. Outline of practice 
developed in constructing new four- and ~ixlane 
road from Boston to Worcester, Mass; features of 
equipment used and exceptional speed processes de-
veloped. 
'' Index Scientiae" @f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
PAUL, l. 62,5.84 
1933- CONCRETE P A VEMENT FAIL URES DUE 
TQ HIGH7LIME CEMENT. Eng New's-Rec v 110 
n 7 Feb 16 1933 p 212-3 and v 111 n 4 July 27 
1933 (discussion) p 112-3. Records of pavement 
failures on New York roads checked against ce-
ment composition show definitely greater durabili-
ty with decrease in tricalcium silicate component. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.84 
1932- CONCRETE P A VEMENTS. Am Road 
Bldrs Assn - Convention Proc Jan 11- 15 1932 Bul 
n 28 p 3- 63. Report of committee of American 
Road Builders' Association; recent practica] deve-
lopments in design and construction of concrete 
highway; jointing of concrete roads; equipment for 
spreading and finishing concrete pa vements; bins, 
batchers; handling and weighiug bulk cement; cen-
tral and truck-mixed concrete. 
"'lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
"Index •Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
BRADBURY, R. D. 625.84 
1933- PURPOSE OF REINFORCING STEEL IN 
CEMENT CONCRETE P ~ VEMENTS. Can Engr 
v 65 n 4 July 25 1933 p '5-9. C~uses of stresses 
in concrete pavements; reinforcmúent attains sa: 
tisfactory crack control rather than act{ra] crack 
prevention; designing slab thickness. 
"Index .Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. rie la Universidad 
( ...... ) 
1932-RECENT PRACTICAL DEVELOPMEN'l'S DT 
DES1GN AND CONSTRUCTION OF RIENFORCED 
CONCRETE P A VEMENT AND BASES. Am Road 
Bildrs Assn-Convention Proc Jan 11- 15 1932 Bul n 
25 p 3- 47. Report of committee of American Road 
Builders' Association; specific considera tion of 
reinforced-concrete pavements as distinguished 
from plain concrete pavement; ,compilation and 
analysis of data pertaining to esential structural 
requirements of design as indicated by current 
practice. 
"Index .Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
BURCH, J. S. 625.84 
1933- REINFORCEMENT IN CONCRETE BA-
SES. Quarry & Roadmaking v 37 n 432 Dec 1932 
p 530- 1 and v 38 n 434 Jan 1933 p 60- l. Before 
Am 8oc Mun Engrs, indexed in Engineering Index 
1932 p 1129 from various sources .. 
"Index ~Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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BRADBURY, R. P. 625.84 PETRY, W. 625.84 
1932- REINFORCING STEEL IN CONCRETÉ 
P A VEMENTS. Highray Éngr & Con tractor v 41 
n 5 N ov 1932 p '25 - 9. Indexed in Engineering 
Index 1932 p 1129 :j'ro!ft Roads & Streets July 
1932. ' 
"Index Soientiae" Q.f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625 .. 84 
1933- REMOVING Cü~K FROM BOTTLENECK. 
Jioads & Streets v 76 n 8 Aug 1933 p 285-9. Des-
',!<ription of modern m~thods of concrete road cons-
truction used in widening 3-mi section of Roosevelt 
Road, 30 mi west of Chicago. 
"Index 8cientiae'' Of~ Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.84 
1933- SHOVEL PLACES CONCRETE FOR DE-
LA W ARE ROAPI Eng N ews-Rec v 111 n 7 Aug 
17 1933 p 202·3. Method of construction of 3-lane 
concrete highw;ty :j'rom Dover to Wilmington, Del; 
commercial re.;:tdy-mixed concrete discharged by 
agitator trucl¡:s into bottom dump bucket substh 
tuted for dipp()r 0n power shovel. 
"Index {Jcientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1 
BENKELMAN, A. C. 625.84 
1933- TESTS OF AGGREGATE INTERLOCK AT 
;JOINTS 4,NP CRACKS. Eng News-Rec v 111 n 
8, 16 and · 21 Aug 2;1, 1933 p 227 - 32 and ( discu-
ssions) Oct 19 p 479 and Nov 23 p 615- 6. Michigan 
concrete pavewents under load tests indicate ge-
neral effectivenc>ss of aggregate interlock in trans-
ferring shear and value of reinforcement in in-
creasing bond pf cracks and jqints. · 
"Index Scientiae" ·o¡. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
BRANNON, L. 625.84 
1933- WINTER P A VIN<l PROVIDED WORK IN 
OHIO VILLAGE. Eng News-Rec v llO n 15 Apr 
13 1933 p 472- 3. Winter paving of 1 3/4-mi of 
m.ain street in Wyoming, Ohio, started three sup-
pletnentary operations, with payrolls in additiol} to 
its own; simple precautions and highearly-strength 
f!On(jrete can whíp frost hazard; test for future 
use.· 
"Index Scientiae'' Qf. Bibliog. de la UniverS,idad 
:Q,R,UM:J)fOND, H. D. 11-nd 
:PJ1ATTS, H. C. 
625.84 
l93B- CONCRETE ROADS: . Méthod For Even 
S\íi,face Finish with Continuous Constructiorr. Sm:: 
vfit?'Í' V 83 n 2137 Jan 6 1933 p 3- 4. DiscussÍOif 
ó:j' :continuous method and constructión by altérnái-
t!l pays; disadvantages of alternate bay· construc" 
ttpn,¡ .Gross screeding; co,n¡;;olídation 0f concrete. 
''Jnqex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1933- DER BETONSTRASSENBAU (Sammlun"' 
Go.eschen 976). Berlín und Leipzig. Walter a: 
Gruyter & Co., 1933. 124 pp., illus., tables. 1.62 
rm. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la UniversidacZ 
( ...... ) 625.84 
1932-DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION. Am Road 
Bldrs Assn- Convention Proc Jan ll-15 19'3.2 Bul 
n 33 p 3-16. Report of Committee of Ame]·ican 
Roa~ Builders' Association; design formula; proc-
tection to bases offered by pavement surfaces· du-
rability of concrete; expansion joints· center' lon-
gitudinal joint; tests. ' 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.84 
HT33- DEVICE FOR FORCING DISPLACED 
SLABS INTO POSI'l'ION. Roads & Streets v 76 n 
11 Nov 1~33 p 394: _Pavement jacking assem:bly 
for restormg to positwn concrete slabs, weighing 
50 tons, displaced by earthquake of Mar 10, UJ33, 
in Orange County, Calif. 
"Index Bcientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) G25.84 
1933- DONCASTER-GRil\1S,1:3Y TRUNK JtOAD. 
Quarry & R.oadmaking V 38 U 433 J:.m h933 p· 7- 13. 
N . 1 'f h" 1 ew sechon o 1ghway 3.15 mi.in;length; rein.-
forcement and joints; srirface finish · camber cur-
bing; surface water and drainage; i0otpath: cost 
f 54,000. ' 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
JACK$0N, F. H. and 625.84 
KELLERMANN, W. F. 
1933- EFFECT OF VIBRA'TION AND DELA-
YED FINISHI:NG ON P A VEMENT SLABS. Pub 
Roads v 14 n 8 Oct 1933 p 129- 56. Devolopment 
of methods for using drier mixes in concrete road 
slabs; use of vibratory scFeeds; moving excess 
water from concrete after it w···s deposited; aggre-
gate combinations; coarse vs fine sand;· relation 
· between workability and slu:i:np; tendency to honey-, 
comb in valley between batches; effect qf delayed 
finishing (Johnson method); increasing . strength 
and density of concrete. · 
"Index 1Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. ·de la Univer:sidad 
GAGE, R. B. 625.84 
1933-FACTORS CONTROLLING RIDING PRO-
PERTIES 01¡' CONCRETE P A VEMENT. Am 
Highways v 12 3 · J u~y 1933' p 15 - 7. Factors res-
v<msible for peeling or scaling of concrete surface; 
depressions or projections in surface of concrete 
pawpnent. Before Assn State Highway Officials. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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JACKSON, F. H. and 
KELLERMANN, W. F. 
625.84 
1933--cFURTHER STUDIES OF PAVING CON, 
CRETE. Am Soc Testing Matls - Advance Paper 
n 51 mtg June 26-30 1933 44 p; see also Concrete 
v 41 n 8 Aug 1933 p 8 - 9. Investigation of effect 
of vibration and delayed finishing on quality of 
pavernent slabs; tests conducted by U. S. Bureau 
of Public Roads on nurnber of full-size concrete pa-
vernent sections, placed- and finished under áctual 
working conditions. , 
"Index Scientia.e" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.84 
1933-GRADING AND PAVING RIDGE ROUTE 
ALTERNATE. West Cons_tTUction News & High-
ways Bldr v 8 n 9 M ay 1:0 191;,3 p 223 - 5. Cons-
truction of 27 mi of 30-ft cem-ent eoncrete pave-
rnent between Castaic school and Gorman, Los An-
geles- county, totalling $ 3,400,000; contract quan-
tities and prices for grading. 
"Inde;p 1Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... } 625.84 
1933-HIGHWAY BATCHING PLANT HAND-
LES BULK QEMENT. Eng News-Rec v 111 n 20 
N ov 16 1933 p 596 - 7. U se of bulk instead of sack 
cernent for highway paving work, illustrated by 
procedure arrd equiprnent adopted for first section 
of Ridge Route cut-off between Castaic and Gor-
rnarr, Calif; special tatJ.k bodies on truck and trailer 
haul combined load of 100-bbl bulk cernen for dis-
ta:úce of 100 mi. 
"Index /3cientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CHPMAN, H. P. 625.84 
l!JB:3~HOW OIDO'S HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
lJ'SES TRANSIT-MIXED CONCRETE. Concrete v 
41 n 3 Mar 1933 p 3 - 4. Spreading. concrete o ver 
subgrade; how strength requirement is satisfied 
and use of truck-m:lxed concrete was increased in 
1932. Before Nat Ready-Mixed Concrete Assn. 
"Index •Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
. ANDERSON, A. P. 1 625.84 
1933 - HOW TO IN CREASE EFFICIENCY AT 
BA'TCHING PLANT. Consttuction Methods v 15 
n 1 Ján 1933 p 40- l. Abstract of paner indexed 
in Engineering Tndex 1932 p 'i127 frorn Pub Roads 
Aug 1932. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
DACHARY, P. 625.84 
1933 -.LA CONFECTION DES CHA USSEES EN 
BETON ARME EN ARGENTINE. Génie Civil Y 
103 .n 1 Juillet 1 1933 p 10- 2. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.84 
1933 - MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT. Roads De~ 
partment, Technical Advisory Committee on Expe-
rimental Work. Concrete in Road Construction. Lon-
don, His Majesty's Stationery Office; (British 
Library of Inforrnation, New York), 193¡l. 110 
pp., illus., diagrs., ch~rts, tables, 2s 6d;, see aJso 
review in Engineering v 136 rr 3527 Aug 18 1933 
p 171-2. Report describes experimental work, ca~ 
rried through in actual road corrstruction, laborato-
ry testing and exarnination of cores cut from 
roads; reinforcement, foundations, length of shtbs, 
different types of joints, testing of rnaterials, etc., 
are discussed. Eng Soc Lib NY. 
"Index •Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
JACKSON, F. H. 625.84 
1933- OLD OHIO CONCRETE ROAD SHOWS 
RECORD SERVICE. Eng News-Rec v 111 n 13 
and 18 Sept 28 1933 p 378- 80 and Nov 2 (dis-
cussion) p 537.' Condition suvey of section of .Na-
tional Old Trails Road, known as U. S. Route 40, 
extending from :(:anesville. Ohio, west about 24 mi; 
crack-and-strength survey of road slab laid in 1914-
15 reveals remarkable condition of concrete; re-
construction rnade necessary only by narrow width; 
crushing strengths of concrete cores; flexura] 
strength of beams sawed from concrete slabs. 
"Index •Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CLEMER, H. F. 625.84 
1933-P A VEMENT BASE STRENGTHENED TO ' 
XEEP HORIZ'ONTAL PLANE. Eng News-Rec v 
108 n 15 Apr 13 1933 p 471 - 2. Corre rete base on 
unstabilized subgrade qesigned to preserve level 
and elevation' of biturninous surfacing in case of 
possible cr¡:tcking or joint rnovement. · · 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CURADO DEL HORMIGON 
CLEMMER, H. F. 625.84.089 
1933- CURING OF CONCRETE P AVEMENTS 
WITH CALCIUM CHLOIUDE. Roads &_ Streets v 
76 n 7 July 1933 p 264- 7; see also Eng & Contract 
Rec V 47 n 49 Dec 6 1933 p 1112- 6. Favorable 
curing conditions.; rnoi¡¡ture supply; vapor pressu-
res; volume changes; relation between silt con, 
tent of fine aggregate and area of' scale; wear. 
and strength results; tests conducted by Iowa and 
Wisconsin Highway Departments on volilme chan-
ges; surface appli¿ation of calcium chlÓríde. 
'' I:n,dex Scientiae '' O f. Bibliog. de la Universiqad 
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RIGHTON, C. S. 625.84.089 
1933- INVESTIGATION OF METHODS OF CU-
RING CONCRE':l'E P.A,VEMENTS, Instn M~n & 
County Engrs-J v 59 n 21 Apr 11 1933 p 1126 - 31. 
Résumé of data obtained by Missouri State High-
way Deparment in their investigation · of various 
methods of éuríng concrete roads; merits of vá-
rious curing methods and mate.rials' in use in Ame-
rica and their effects ori. properties and conditions 
of concrete; temperature during period of rapid 
hydration of cement; checking and cracking during 
eonstruction; surface defects, scalíng, softness; per: 
meability; durability. · 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
SLACK, S, B. 625.84.089 
1933- OHMS OF RESISTANCE MEASURE CON-
CRETE CURING. Eng News-Rec v 111 n 6 Aug 
10 1933 p 169 -70. Tests of cement-spray method 
of curing concrete pavement by determining ele·c-
tric resist¡mce; electric-resistan'ce curves obtained 
on concrete pavement cureij. by three methods. 
''Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la· Univ3rsdad 
ASFALTO · 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1932- ASPHALT ROAD CONSTRUCTION. SUR-
FA CE TREATMENT TYPES. Asphalt Inst Ma-
nual n 2 1932 128 p. Dcfinitions and history of 
surface treatment;, asphaltic products us!'ld; types 
of surface and cover-coat aggregates; influence of 
roadbed u2on stability of surface; traffic capacity 
o( rg¡¡,d ~urfaces and preparation for original 
treatment; surface treatm¡mt on surfaces of se-
lected aggregates; maintenance; labor, equipment, 
tools; specifications; tests and control; service re-
eords and costs; useful tables, etc. 
"' Index 1'3cientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la u·niversidad 
WATTS, S. T. 625.85 
1933- COLD APPLIED BITUMENS AS USED 
IN DURBAN. Instn M un & County Engrs-J v 
60 n 7 Sept 26 1933 p 454- 67 ( discussion) 468- 9. 
Prac.tice of municipality of Durban. S. Africa; 
local inethods of application; emulsions; premixing 
with emulsions; shelmac; genuine cold-mix es; Tri-
nidad asphalt cold mix; cold-mix specification; ave-
rage grading of cold-mix filler; costs of premixed 
asphalts; cost per square yard. 
"!ndex 'Scientiae" Of. B~bliog. de la Universidad 
HATCH, H. H. 625.85 
.t933-COST OF ROAD -MIX HIGHWAY AT 
{)OBBLE MQUNTAIN DAM. Eng News-Rec v 
110 n 17 Apr 27 1933 p 529 - 30. Detall of me-
thods and itemized costs of 5-mi asphalt-stone road-
mix highway approaching and traversing crest of 
dam for additional water sl].pply of Springfield, 
Mass. · 
··•znaex 1Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
SCHULOFF, W. 625.85 
1932- DIE TECHNISCHEN VORARBEITEN 
PUER DEN BAU VON WALZASJ;'HATSTRA.S~ 
.SEN. Zeit des Oesterreichischen Ingenieur und Arr-
chitekten Vereines v 84 n 39/40, 43/44, 45/46 und 
50/52 Oct 7 1932 p 208-11, Nov 4 p 232-4, Nov 
rB' p 247·- 9 und Dec 16 p 270-4. 
"Index 'Bcientiae" Of, Bibliog. de la Univerfidad 
MC KESSON, C. L. 625.85 
1933- EMULSIFIED ASPHALT FOR COARSE 
AGGREGATE MIX-IN-PLACE HIGHWAY SUR-
J<,ACES. Contract Rec v 47 n 19 May 10 1933 p 
451-4. Description of pavement, alleged to · give 
excellent service at moderate ccist, using emulsic 
fied asphalt as binder; mixing equipment~ appli" 
cation of quick'setting emulsified asphalt. · ·· 
"Index 'Scientiae" Of. Bibli~g. de lá V'f}iversi~ad 
HINKLE, A. H. 
> 
1933- MACHINE-FINISHED ASPHALT ROADS 
IN INDIANA. Eng News-Rec v 110 n 11 Mar. 
16 1933 p 335 - 7. Methods and costs of resufa-
cing two state roads with different types · of as-
phalt mixes, using self-leveling finishing machine. 
"Index Scientiae" O f.. Bib.liog. de la Universidad 
SMITH, R. M. 625.85 
1933- NEW TYPE OF P A VEMENT TRIED OUT 
IN ONTARIO. Contract Rec v 47 n 17 Apr 26 
1933 p 411- 4. Characteristics of newly devéloped 
high structural strength asphalt pavement given 
promise of excellent service; surface is nonskid; 
construction procedure; tamping. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 62'5. 85 
1933 - PLACING SAND ASPHALT WITH 
SPREADER PLOW. Contractors & Engrs Mont-
hly v 27 n 6 Dec 1933 p 23 - 5. Construction of 
3 - 6 mi of 24-ft bítuminous concrete paving on 
Hyannis cut-off in Massachusetts; spreader plow 
handle work admirably; rough grading on Hyari.Iiis 
cut-off; from work; curbing for 'traffi.c· circle. 
"Index 'Bcientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1932- RECEN':I' PRACTICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
IN DESING AND CONSTRUCTIONOF ASPHAÍ..T 
PAVEMENTS. Am Road Bldrs Assri- Convention 
Proc Jan 11- 5 1932 Bul n 29 p 7-34. Part I- Hot 
mixes; stability test in design; stability test for 
control; black base design; paving plant equip-
ment; spreading and finishing equipment. 
"Index Scien'tiae" Of. Bibliog. de· la Universidad 
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LEDUC, F. J. 625.85 NOONAN, D. 
1932-REPORT ON CAUSES OF CRACKING IN 
ASPHALTIC MIXTURES. Can Ep.gr v 64 n 2 Jan. 
1Q 1933 p r3- 6. Paper be;fore Assn Asphalt Paving 
TecJmologists, indexed in Engineering Index 1932 
p 1126 from various sourc(ls. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. B.ibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1933- TEN YEARS¡ EXPERIENCE WITH 
SA_ND-ASPHALT ROADS IN NORTH CAROLI-
NA. Construction Methods v 15 n 4 Apr 1933 p 
24; - 5. Revievy of experiel!ce of N orth Carolina 
St::~:te Highway Commission in layirig more than 
1000, nii of. sand-asphalt surfacing. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. dé la Universidad ' 
CONZELMAN, J. H. 625.85 
1933- ASPHALT LIMES TONE P A VEMENTS ON 
BLACK BASE. PubiWorks v 64 n 1 Jan 1933 p 11 
and 39. Construction _practice developed by Ala-
barna State Highway Department in laying, under 
contract, total of over 1,000,000 sq yds of asphal-
tic limestone pavements. 
•qnilex :Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidaii 
CONZELMAN, J. H. 625.85 
1933-FLUXED ASPHALTIC LIMES'fONE AS 
SEAL COAT FOR MIXED-IN-PLACE SURFACES. 
Pub Works v 64 n 3 Mar 1933 p 31-2. Placing 
small amount of high-type bituminous paving mix-
ture. -in surface voids and as cushion over coarse 
aggregate. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CAVANAGH, T. J. 625.85 
1933--, ROAD CONSTRUCTION IN AUSTRALIA. 
Roads & Road Constructiorr v 11 n 126 June 1 
1933 p 197-8. Activities of various authorities; 
concrete (cement perretration types); bituminous 
emulsions; foundation soils, etc; heat treatment of 
clay road; summary of results; timber bridges; 
road damage by flood; South Australian highway 
systetn.-
"Index Scientiae'' Of. Ifibliog. de la Universidad 
MATERIALES BITUMINOSOS 
HA.SELWOOD, F. w. 625.85 
1933.- BEACH SAND BUILDS BITUMINOUS 
ROÁD. Am City v 48 n 2 Feb 1933 p 47-9. Use 
of beach sand in resurfacing of 8.4 mi of road at 
Big Lagoon, Calif; gr:¡,ding and asphaltic content 
of su:rfacing combination; resurfacing done in two 
2-in. layers. · 
"Index Scient.iae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1933- CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD-MIX TYPES 
OF BITUMINOUS PAVEMENTS. Can Engr v ,5 
n 20 Nov 14 1933 p 5-9. Retread roads as low7 
cost high-type pavements in New Yo:rk State; spe~ 
cifica tions for bi tuminous. road m:;¡,terials; founda-. 
tion for retread; mixed-in-place surface; stone sÍ" 
ze; bituminous material; asphalt emulsion; asphalt 
?mulshm; asphalt cut-back; detail constructiol). me~ 
thods; cost of retread construction. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1933 - C R A W LE R- MOUNTED FINISHER 
BUILDS BITUMINOUS ROADS WITHOUT 
FORMS. Construction Methods v 15 n 7 July 1933 
p 32-3. Practical experience of Indiana State 
Highway Commission in reconstruction aggrega-
ting 25 mi in length; widening at curves; laying 
rock asphalt. · 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universid.ad 
HASWELL, C. H. 625.85 
1933-ROAD SURFACING BY MIX-IN-PLACE 
METHOD IN INDIA. Roy Engrs J v 47 June 1933 
p 242- 61 2 supp plates. Survey of Indian practi-
ca! experience with hot-mi'x process and mix-in~ 
pla"ce using cold bitumen emulsitm; lessons learned. 
from experiments; cost data. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidaa 
DI RENZO, A. 625.85 
1933- UN CAPITOLATO TECNICO DEL COMU-
NE DI MILANO PER LE P A VIMENTAZIONI IN 
MALTA BITUMINOSA. Strade v 15 n 1 gen 1933 
p 8' -19. . 
"Index Scientiae" 0/. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
SCHREITER 625.85 
.... -DER BETONASPHALT MIT SEINEN 
FORAMINIFEREN. A. T. 32, p. 659 k ( 3) . 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidaa 
HUBERT 625.85 
.... -TRAITE D'ASPHALTAGE. Liege, Béran-
ger, 222 p, , 
"Index S cien tia e" O f. Bibliog, .de la Universidad 
KLAPPER 625.85 
.... -ASPHALTPFLASTER. A. T. 32, p. 919 
k (9). 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidaa 
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:MAULTZSCH 62¡). 85 GREZAND 625.85 
1931- UEBER DIE BEZIEHUNGEN ZWISCHEN 
DEN BISHER üBLICHEN PHYSIKALISCHEN. 
Kennzahlen der asphaltísch-bituminosen Bind~ mit-
tel und der fertigen Strassendecke. Berlín, 1931, 
Kong!. T. H. Diss. 
•' Index Scientiae '' O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1930 ~ CONSIDERATIONS GENERALES SUR 
LA TECHNIQUE DU TRAI'rEMENT DE L' AS-
PHALT:¡D A FROID DANS LA CONSTRUCTION 
DES ROUTES. Asphalt u. Teer, 1930, p. 1229-
32. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
POEPEL, (Franz) 625. 85 SKOPNIK 625.85 
1929- DER MODERNE ASPHALTSTRASSEN-
BAU. Halle, Boerner, 1929, 8·o, graphiques, 84 p. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1931- UEB;ER FESTE STOFFE IN· BITUMINO-
sEN STRASSENBAUBINDEMITTEL. Teer u. 
Bit. 19ÍH, p. 179- 82. 
"Index Soientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
OBERBACH 625 · 85 W ARRE N 625.85. 
1930- LA "BITULITHIK ". Asphalt u. Teer, 25 
juin 1930, p. 693-96. 




1930- L 'EMPLOI DES ASPHALTES P ARAFFI-
NEUX POLONAIS POUR LA CONSTEUCTION 
DES ROUTES. petr. 18 juin 1930, p. 683 - .86:. 
1931 - BEHANDLUNG VON BITUMENSTRA-
SSEN. Can. Eng. 1931, p. 19-20: . 
~' Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Un,iversidad 
WARNER 625.85 
1931'-BINDEMITTEL 10. Ein Beitrag zur Stras-
senbaufrage. München, 1931. 
"Index Scienti(l;e" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
'' Index Scientiae'' O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad ( ...... ) 625.85 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1930-PRINCIPES DE LA PREPARATION DES 
MELANGES POUR ASPHALTE CYLINDRE. As-
phalt u. Teer1 23 juillet 1930, p. 798- 99. 
,¡Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
\ -
SKOPNIK 625.85 
1930-0BSERVATIONS FAlTES EN CES DER-
NIERES ANNEES SUE LA CONSTRUCTION 
DES ROUTES A COUVERTURE EN BITUMÉ. 
Teer u. Bit. 10 juillet 1930, p. 325-30. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
WILHELMI 625.85 
1930- LE CALCUL DES BESOINS EN LIANT 
DANS LA PREPARATION DES REVETEMENTS 
D'ASPHALTE ET DE GOUDRON. Erdol u. Teer 
1930, p. 481- 82 & 495-97. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Uni.·ve·rsidad 
SKOPNIK 625.85 
1931-RüCKBLICK üBER DIE IM LAUFE DER 
LETZTEN JARRE ENTWICKELTEN Einbauver1 
fahten für den bittuminosen Strassenbau. Teer u. 
Bitumen, 1931, No 7 & 8, p. 93-99 & 119.- 25~ 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliag: de la Universidad 
1930- ASPHALTSTRASSEN. Ilse - Halle 1930. 
Knapp. 95 p. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1930-LA FORMATION DE S0UFFLURES 
DANS L 'ASPHALTE COULE. - Krüger - As-
phalt u. Teer. 1930, p. 10. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1930- LA QUESTION DE LA FORMATION DE 
SOUFFLURES DANS L'ASPliALTE COUL:E). 
Asphalt u. Teer 1930, p. 318-20. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1929- A,SPHALT UND ASPHALTMASCHINEN 
IM STRASSENBAU. Klose -:- Berlín 1929. All-
gem. Ind. Ver!. 437 p. 
"I ndex Scientiae" O f. Bib liog. d(J la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1929- LA CHIMIE DE LA CONSTRUCTION 
DES GRANDES ROUTES EN BITUME. L'As-
phalte de pétrole. Hubba~d - J. Soc. Chem. 
Ind. 1929, p. 108-112. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad. 
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( ...... ) 625.85 (• ..... ) 
1929-ASPHALTE POUR DAMAGE, NATUREL 
ET SYNTHETIQUE. - Naphtali ~ .Pe.tr. 1929. 
~· ~59.0' 91. 
n I;nilr;x Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
19.;!0--:-PROBLEMEN OP HET GEBIED VAN 
DEN ASPHALTWEGENBOUW, IN VERBAND 
MET DE CONCURRENTIE VAN HET CEMENT-
BETON. - Nellensteyn - "Polyt. Weekbl.." 
1930, p. 171- 74. 
''Index. Scientiae" Ol Bibliog. de la Universfdad 
( .. · .... ) 625.85 
1930-Een NIEUW TYPE KOUD GELEGDE AS-
PHALTWEG IN NEDERLAND. - Leemans -
"Polyt. Weekbl". 1930, p. 192-93. 
'.' Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
AERTS, L. 625.85 
1930- LES ASPHALTES DE PE TROLE DANS 
LES REVÉTEMENTS DE ROUTES MODERNES. 
1924 - LES ROUTES EN "TAR-MACADMl~'. 
"P. v. Mat. Constr." Mars p. 74-5. 
"Inde?J Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la 
MANGE, F. 
1924- LES LIANTS . HYDROCARBONES POUR 
LE REVETEMENT DES ROUTES - '' Génie Ci-
vil'' nov. 15, p. 446- 51. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
( ...... ) 
1927- MATERIAUX POUR LA CONSTRUCTION 
DES ROUTES. - Burchartz- Tonind. Ztg. 1927· 
p. 1658-60. . 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la 
( ...... ) 
1929 - VERGLEICHENDE ZUSAMMENSTE-
LLUNG DER BEI DER UNTE;RSUCHUNG VON 
19 ERDOLASPHALTEN ERMITTELTEN KEN-. 
NZAHLEN.'- Hoepfner - Techn. Gemeindebl. 
1929. p. 73-82. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
Liege, Thone, 1930, So, 51 p. (Congres national 
de la route. I. Liége 1930). ( · · · · · ·) 625.85 
"Index Scientiae" or Bibliog. de la Universidad 
AB;RAHAM, (Herbert) 625.85 
1929-ASPHALTS AND ALLIED SUBSTANCES; 
'.I;HEIR OCCURRENCE, MODES OF PRODUC-
TION, USES IN THE ARTS AND METifQDS 
OF TESTING. 3d edition. London, Crosby ~Q<!· 
]s.wood, (1929), So, pl., figg., tableaux, XVIII- 89i 
p. 
'' Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
RYGNER 625.85 
1924-LOS ACEITES ASFALTICOS PARA CA-
RRETAS. "Ingeniería Constr." Mayo, p. 207. 
"l,ndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
QUARRYMAN, J. 625.85 
1923-SLATE AS ROAD MATERIAL. "Qua-
rry" Dec. P. 343-4. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
BROOHE 625.85 
1924- FüRTHER NOTES ON THE CONSIS-
,. l . . 
T~NCY OF', ROAD TARS. "Quarry" May, p. 
128- 30. 
'" Inde;¡; Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de lw Universidad 
1928-MATERIAUX IMPREGNES DE GOUDRON 
POUR L'ETABLISSEMENT DES ROUTES; 
LEUR TRANSPORT PAR VOIE FER·REE. -• 
Grempe - Teer u. Bitumen 1928. p. 524- 25. 
'' Index Scientiae'' O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad: 
( ...... ) 625.85, 
1928 - L 'ESSAI DE PENETRA TION DES AS-
PH.;\LTES. - Graiffe - Petr. 1928, p. 1599 -
1603. 
"l'(ldex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1923- REVETEMENTS ASPHALTIQUES DES 
ROUTES. "Rev. Mat. Constr. ", Mai. p. 107-8. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. d~ la Universidad 
SOUDAMORE 625.85 
1923-RESURFACING BRISTOL ROAD GLOU-
CES'fER, WITH ASPHALT. "Jl. lnst. Munic. 
C. Engrs. " Sept. 25. P. 438 - 41. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
BETHE 
1923-PETROLEUMASFALT VOOR WEGEN-
CONSTRUCTIE. "De Ingenieun" Nov. 17. Bz; 
942-4. 6 F. 
''Index Scientiae" Of, Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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( ...... ) 625. 85 ASPHALT INSTITUTE 625.85 
1922~ASPHALTE SLAG. (What it is and how 
it is used). "Quan:y" 1922, Dec.' p. 395, 1 fig. 
"Index Scientiael' Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
CALLAWAY 625.85 
1923 - BITUMINOUS SURFACING OF MACA-
DAMISED ROADS. '' Commonw, Eng.'' July, p. 
464-7. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
DE VRIES BROEKMAN 625.85 
1923 - DAMMANN-ASPHALT. "De Ingenieur 
Mei 26. bz. 409 -11. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
HADFIELD, W. 625.85 
1923- CLINKER-ASPHALTE ROADS IN SHEF-
FIELD. "Jl. .l. Munic. and C. E." April 24. 
p. 886-9. 
"Index Sci@ntiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1929- AU POINT DE VUE ECONOMIQUE, Y 
A-T-IL LIEU DE PREFERER AU GOUDRON 
CHAUD ET BITUMES CHAUDS DES EMUL-
SIONS DE GOUDRON ET DE BITUME~- Hent-
rick - Teer u. Bit. 1929. p. l. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
! 
1927-EMULSIONS DE BITUME POUR LEPA-
V AGE DES ROUTES - von Skopnik - Petr. 
1927 p. 476 - 480. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1927-AGGLUTINANTS POUR LE PAVAGE 
DES ROUTES EN GRAVIER ET EN PIERRES. 
Me. Kesson - Munic. County Eng. 1926 p, 320-
322. Ch. et Ind. 165 D. 192'7. 
'' Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1927 - ASPHALTSTRASSENBA U. Krüger Leip-
zig-Gautseh 1927 Winte & Co. G. m. b. H. 44 p. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Univer:sidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1927- ASPHALT EN EENIGE ZIJNER TOE-
PA SINGER'. Bezoet de Bie. A da,m, Bouwste:t'f-
en 1927, No. 2 & 3. ' 
"Index Svientiae" Of. Biblióg. de la Universidad 
. , .. - ASPH,ALT; POCKET REFERENCE FOR 
ENGINEERS. New York, The Asphalt association 
Il923'r]. Cover-title, [1], 71 p. 15 x 8% cm. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Univet·sidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1925-HET GEBRUIK VAN ASFALTBETON 
ALS FUNDEERING VOOR WEGEN. Jensen We-
gen 1925, No 2, 3, 4, 31. . . . 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Univ.ersidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1926-ASPHALT PAVING PLANT INSPEC-
TION. Ermons Am. City 1926, P.· 10- 12. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Univet·sidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
Y~26- ASPHALT IM STRASSENBA U, N eumann. 
Asphalt- Teerind. Ztg. 1926, p. 350- 352; 374-375 
& 398-399. 
'' Index Scientiae'' O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ... -.. ) 625.85 
1926-DIE ENTWICKLUNG DES TEERSTRAS-
SENBAUES IM INN- UND AUSLANDE. Lüer. 
Verkehrstechn. 1926. p .. 319- 323. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. JJibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1926- LE GOUDRON DE HOUILLE, LE BRAL 
ET L'ASPHALTE CONSIDERES COMME MATE-
RIAUX POUR LA CONSTRUCTION DES ROU-
TES. Müller. Gas-u. Wasserf. 1926. p. 52-56. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1926- STEINKOHLENTSER, TEERPECH UND 
ASPHALT AbS STRASSENBAUSTOFFE. Müller. 
Petroleum 1926, p. 449 -:'156. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
NELLENSTEYN & KUIPERS 625.85 
1932-BEPALING VAN HET ASFALT-BITU-
MENGEHALTE VAN ASFALT-BITUMEN-TEER-
MENGSELS EN ASFALT-TEERMENGSELS. We-
gen, 1932, p. 343- 46. 
'' Index Scientiae'' O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
NEJ;.LENSTEYN & KUIPERS 625.85 
1932 - BEPALI]'l"G VAN HET ASFALTBITU-
MENGEHALTE VAN ASFALTBITUMENTEER-
MENGSELS EN ASFALTTEERMENGSELS. We-
gen, No. 13, 1932. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la. Univ.ersidad 
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GARNER, Frederick Horace, ed. 6"25.85 
1933- MODERN ROAD EMULSIONS¡ a treatise 
based on a series of lectur'es bp members of the 
Road emulsion and cold bitumino11s road.s !j.ssocia· 
tion; ltd., edited by F. H. Garner .. ~ · in collabo-
ration with L. G. Gabriel. .. and H. J~ Prénti-
ce; with forewords by d. H. Bressey ... P. Le 
Ga,vrian ... prof. dr.-ing. E: Neumann ... London, 
The Ga.rriers p11blishing co., ltd., 1933. 5 p. l., 
2~~ p. Ülus., piates, diagrs. 22cm. 
"Index Sci~nt1i.1e" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
WILlUNSON, F. 625. 85 
1932- BITUMINOUS EMULSIONS FOR USE IN 
ROAD WORKS; an introduction to their composi-
tiort, manufacture and use, by F. Wilkinson. . . and 
F. , J. Forty. . . with foieword by Professót R., G. 
H. Clements.. . London, The Contractors' record, 
Itd. 1932. 395 p. illus, LVIII (i. e. 59) pi. on 
33 l., diagrs. 21% cm. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
BAUME, (Georges7 625.85 
1930-LES GOUDRONS DE HOUILLE ET LES 
BITUMES ASSOCIES POUR LE REVETEMENT 
DES ROUTES. Liég~, Thone, 7930, So, figg., 30 p. 
Premier Congres national de la Route, Liége 1930. 
"In:dex Scientiae" Of. Bibliof!. de la Universidad 
WILSON 625.85 
.•.. -ROUGHENING OF ASPHALT SURFACES. 
R. R. C. 10, p. 282 k (3). 
"Index Scíentiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
OBERBACH 625.85 
1931- ASPHALT- UND TEERSTRASSENDEG-
:KEN.' Halle (S.) 1931, Boerne.r, 36 p. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 621?.85 
1925- THEERETISCHE UND PRAKTISCHE 
UNTERSUCHUNGEN iJBER DIE EIGNUNG VON 
TEER UND BITUMEN FiJR DEN MODERNEN 
STRASSENUNTERHALT. Schlapfer Monats -
Bull1 1925, p. 337 · 352. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1926-DIE GEBRAUCHLICHSTEN MASCHI-
NEN BEIM ASPHALTSTRASSENBAU. Kohler. 
Asphalt & •reer ind. Ztg. 1926, p. 49-50. 
"lndex Scientiae'? Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( .. ' ... ) 625.85. 
19.26 ~ NEUZEITLICHER STRASSENBA U. Hent-
rich. Teer 1926, p. 341 - 42. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universida·d 
( ...... ) ü25.85 
1926 - LE ROLE DU CHIMISTE DANS LA 
CONSTRUCTION DES REVETEMENTS DE ROU-
TES EN B!TUME. Skopnik. Chem. Ztg. 1926, 
p. 35. 36; 209.210. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 
1926-BITUMINA FÜR STRASSENBAU -ZWEC2 
KE. Manschke. Petroleum. 1926, p. 812-14. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad, 
( ...... ) 625.85 + 695 .. 6 
1926- DIE W AHL DES ARBEITSSYSTEMS 
DER MAKADAMMASCHINE. 0tt. Asph. & Tee-
rind. Ztg. 1926, p. 426- 428; 453-454. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Un'iversidad 
EMMONS, J. 625.85.001 
1922- HOW TO INSPECT ALPHALT P A VING 
MIXTURES AT THE PLANT. "Eng. N ews. ', 
Re c.'' 1922, De e. 28, p. 1112 · 1116. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85.0013 
1930---:,APPAREIL D'EX'rRATION POUR L' 
ANALYSE DES REVETEMENTS BITUMINEUX 
DES ROUTES. Nellenstein. Ch. 1930. p. 19, 
"J;ndex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625 . .85.0014 
1930 - CONSIDERATIONS SUR L'ANALYSE 
DES EMULSIONS SERV ANT A LA CONSTRUC-
TION DES ROUTES. ilhelmi. Erdol u. Teer. 
1930, p. 13, 33 & 34. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Univ.ersidad 
( ...... ) 625.85.0014 
1928- ESSAI DES EMULSIONS BITUMINEU-
SES AU SUJET DE LEUR ADHERENCE ET 
DE LEUR STABILITE. Mallison .. Erdol u. Teer 
1928, p. 27. 
'' Index Scientiae'' O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85.0014 
1928- UNTERSUCHUNG UND BEWERTUNG 
VON BITUMINOSEN EMULSIONEN FuR DEN 
STRASSENBAU. Becker. Strasse, 1928, p. 320-
22. . 
''Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
SAUERBIER 625.85.0014 (492) 
1930-HET ONDERZOEK VAN ASFALT EN 
TEERSTEENSLAG IN HET RIJKSLEGENBOUW 
LABORATORIUM. Wegen, 16 Júli 1930. 
"Index Scientiae'' Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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STRIETER 1)25.85.0014 : 620.199,1 
1930-~SSAIS ACCELE;RES DES ASPB;ALTES. 
Bur. of Stand. Jl; 'of Res. 193'0, p. 247- 5{. 
"Indi}X Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85.002 (72) 
1930- UNA NUEVA PLANTA DE ASFALTO. 
Obras Públ. niayo y junio 1930: p. 357-59. 
"Index Scientiae" Qf. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
{ ...... ) 625.85.0023 : 665.451 
1929- ASPHALT AN STEENKOLENTEER BIJ 
DEN WEGENBOUW: Chem• Weekbl. 1929, p. 
206·. . \ 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
ASPHALT INSTITUTE 625.85.00312 
1930 - LOW COST ASPHALT ROADS. . . N ew 
York, N. Y., The Asphalt institute, 1930. p. 49-
144; illus. (incl. ports.) 22% cm. . 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bi'bliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 (003.3) (436) 
1930- PROJET DE CAHIER DES CHARGES 
AUTRICHIEN AU SUJET DU GOUDRON POUR 
LA CONSTRl]CTION DES ROUTES. Petr. i930, 
p. 504-07. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. B~bliog. de la Univenidad 
( ...... ) 625.85.0042 
1932 - V-üRSCHRIFTEN FüR DIE BESCHAF-
FENHEIT, PROBENAHME UND UNTERSU-
CHUNG VON BITUMffiOSEN BINDEMITTELN 
IM STRASSENBAU. Berlín, 1932, Febr. 4. Ausg. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
BIERHALTER 625.85.0046 
1930-LA QUESTION DE LA FORMATION DE 
SOUFFLURES DANS L'ASPHALTE COULE. As-
phalt u. Teer, 25 juin 1930, p. 691-92. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85.0046 
1930~TYPISCHE SCliADEN AN BITUMINO-
SEN DECKEN UND IHRE URSACHEN. Hauss-
ma:Ím. ~ Verkehrstechn. ·1930. p. 80-83. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85.0046 
1923-CAUSES OF DISTORTION FAILURES OF 
ASPHALT PAVEMENTs: ''Engg. N. R.,,. May 
3. p. 788. 
"Index Scientiae'' Of. Bibliog.· de la Universidud 
( ...... ) 625.815 : 532.13 
1930-U~TERSUCHUNGEN uBER DIE VISKO-
SITAT BITUMINOSER STOFFE UND DEREN 
G ESETZMASSIG E ZUSAMMENHANGE. Berlín 
1930. ,'ij:eyinann 32 p. 
"Index Scientiae': Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 : 532.13 
1929-LA VISCOSITE ET L'ADHESIVITE DU 
GOÚDRON POlTR lWUTES. - 'Héydecke. ¡ As-
phalt u. Teer. 1929, p. 649- 51. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
SALAD IN 625.85 : 541.182.4 
1930- BITUMINOSE EMULSIONEN UND DIE 
STRASSE. Giorn. Chim. ind. appl. 1930, p. 5.83 • 
87. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
SKOPNIK 625.85 : 541.182.4 
1930- DIE ENTWICKLUNG DER DEUTSCHEN 
TECÍ!NISCHEN EMULSIONS PATENTE Fti"R 
DEN BITUMINOSEN STRASSENBAU. Teer. u. 
Bit. 1930, p. 581-85. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
MALLISON 625.85 : 545 
1930- ANALYSE DE MELA~GES DE GOU-
DRON DE HOUILLE ET DE1 BITUME D 'AS-
PHALTE. Asphalt u. Teer, 1930, p. ~183- 84. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 : 614 
1930- ASPHALTIC ROADS AND HEALTH. -
Hadfield. - Jl. Roy. Sanitary Inst. 1930, p. 
523-30. 
"Index Scientiae''' Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 : 614.8 
1927- BREMSFESTSTELLUNGEN ZUR BE-
MESSUNG DER SCHLODERGEFAHR AUF AS-
PHALTSTRASSEN. - Brix. - Verkehrstechn. 
1927, p. 897-98. TZ. 3. 7 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 : 614.8 
1928-DIE SdHLüPFRIGKEIT DES ASPHALT-
PFLASTERS. - Loschman'n. - Verkehrstechn. 
1928, p. 67 - 70. TZ. 5. 6. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
LEEMANS 625.85 : 625.878 
1932-ASFALT-RUBBERMENGSELS VOOR WE-
GEN. Polyt. Weekbl. 1932, p. 795-98. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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( .. ' ' .. ) 625.85 : 656.1.08 
1928 ~ VERSUCHE uBER DIE FAHRSICHER-
KEIT AUF TEER u. ASPHALTSTRASSEN. Ver-
kehrstechn. 1928 p. 777- 80. · 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ... : .. ) 625.85 : 662.751 
1926- CHEMISCH TECHNISCHE STtJDIE uBER 
DIE BITUMINCÍSE. STRASSENBEFESTIGUNG. 
Te~r Ül26, p; 139 -14~: 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
WILHELMI 625. 85 : 6.65 .41 
1931-,-- P ARAFFIN IM ASPHALT ALS' STRAS-
SENBAUSTOFF. Asp~~lt. u. Teer, 1931, p. 303-07. 
"Index~ Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1929-LA FABRICATION DE GOUDRON J?OUR 
ROUTES DANS DE PETITES USINES A. G:Á.Z 
AU DANEMARK. Gas ;r, 1929, p. 164-65. ;· :'· 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la 
( ...... ) 
1928-ASPHALT-UND TEERSTRASSE'NBAU. IN.· 
ENGLAND.- Neumann- Verkehrstechn. '1928;;'p;. 
225-28. TZ .. 10.4. · . · 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la 
( ...... ) 625.85 (43) 
193l:l- NEUE METHODE ZUR HERSTELLUNG 
RAUHER ASPHALTSTRASSEN. Bauamt u.' Ge-
meindebau, 1932, p. 116. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
KELLEY 625. 85 : 665 .45 FROST 625.85 (43) 
1931- KEENZEICHUNG DER ASPHALTSTOF-
FEN. Can. 1.931, p. 17-18. 
"Index Scientiae'" Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 : 665.45 
1929- DIE ENTWICKLUNG DER STRASSEN-
BAUCHEMIÉ. von Skopnik. - Verkehr~\echn. 
(Strassenbau u. Strassenunterhaltg.) 1929, p. 895-
99. . ' 
,¡ Index Scientiae" O f. Bibli,og. de la Universidad 
(.' .... ) 625. 85 : 665 .45 
1 1929-L'UTILASATION TECHNIQUE DES AS-
PHALTES. - von Skopnik - Teer u. Bitumen. 
1929. p. 277- 80. 
"Index Scientiae'; O f. Bibliog. de la Universiilail 
( ...... ) 625 . 85 : 665 .45 
1929-FACHHEF-T m. BEITRAGEN uBER d. 
ENTWICKLG. d. ASPHALT- INDUSTRIE IN d. 
VER STAATEN. (Kershaw). Petr. 19.29, p. 559-
77. 
"Indea; Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 
'-
625.85 : 665.452.6 
1929-,--LA TENEUR EN PARAFFINE DES AS-
PHALTES POUR ROUTES. - Burstyn - Petr. 
19.2R, p. 257- 60. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 : 668.73 
1926- GOUDRON DISTILLE POUR LES RO U-
TES. J. Soc. Chem. Ind. 1926 p. 412T - 415T. 
~~ Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ). 625.85 : 668.731.2 (489) 
.... -DIE AUFRAUUNG DER BERLINER 
STAMPFASPHALTSKASSEN. Die Strasse, VóJl 
331, N<> 17. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 ( 43) 
1931- NEUERE RAUHASPHALT. Die Strasse,' 
1931, p. 151- 53. 
"I'Yfdex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidaa 
( ...... ) 625.85 (43) 
1928- ASPHALT UND TEER IM MODERNEN 
DEUTSCHEN STRASSENBAU. - Leiter- Teei' 
u. Bitumeli: 1928, p. 264 - 65. TZ. 12.4. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Urtiversiflad 
( ...... ) 625.85 (43) 
1929-AUFRAUHUNG DES ASPH;ALTS IN 
BERLIN. Zt. f. Kommunalwirtsch, 1929. p. 775-
78. 
"jrtdex Scierttiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidait 
( ...... ) 625.85 (072) (43) 
1928- EINRICHTUNG UND ERREBNISSE DER 
VERSUCHSANSTALTEN FüR TEER- UND AS-
PHALTSTRASSEN DER STADT STUTTGART -
Maiér & Sohler - TecÍm .. Germeindehi. 1928, p. 
14-21. S. a. - Strassenbau 1928 p. 175- 81. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 ( 43 .47) 
1925 - STRASSENFAHRBAHNBELAGE AUS 
WALZ -ASPHALT - Maier - Techn. Gemein-
debl. 1925, p. 289-290. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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625,85 (44) 
- THE END OF ASPHALT. Gas Jl. :J-926 p. 
BibUog. de la Un~versidad 
625 . .85 (492) 
_:,..., ASJ?JIALT' MACADAMWE EN :O,~KKER 
.n'"r.u~J.q._,,·-P· W~:Jren 1927 N<>. l. 
Of. Bibliog. de la Universiqad 
625' 85 ( 49!3~ 
- BEP ALING VAN DE STABILITEIT VAN 
'¡\~!.III\i[QlR'I:'J-I!]Li3, VOLGENS DE METHODE 
, Hubbard en Field, WegÍ:nL 1929. 
Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
62:5.85 ( 595) 
1927- ASPHALTWEGENBOUW TE s:¡:NGAPO-
RE. Wetheim Holland. Wegen 1927 NP. l. 
"Index Scientiael' Of. Bi(Jliog. ae la Vniversidad 
625.85 (73) 
- NEW DEVELOPMENT IN NON-SKID AS· 
PAVEMENT SURFA.CING. Am. City;, 
1932, p. 72. 75. 
'' Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625.85(73) 
.. ~~~i:p~~ ;;:Ho~i:tLrr~:~~RD~~: 
. S')J:'ANDDEELEN IN WARME MENGSELS. We-
. geri, 1932, No. 1 & 2. 
. ·~·'Index Scientiae" Qf. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625.85 (73) 
:-ROA!> BUILDING ON DREDGER FILL. 
,c,v.u.Lv.n.uv'S "CENTURY OF PROGRESS" USES 
ASPHALT . SURFACE 'ON MÁCADAM 
FOUNDATION. Civ. Engg. 1931, p. 638-40. 
-~O:ndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625.85 (73) 
U:SE OF ROCK ASPHÁLT AND EMUL-
ASPHALT ON CQUN');y ROADS. Mylin 
City 1926, p. 510-11. 
Sq_ientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625.85 (773) 
- REVETEMENTS ASPHALT1QUES POUR 
R(")'fJ'I'R~ A TRAFIC TRES PONDEREUX. Ann. 
. P-ubl. d. Belgique 1926 p. 87 • 88 v. a,· 
lews-Rec. 15 Oct. 1925. 
'Scientiae·" Of. Bibliog: de la Universidad 
liUBERT, O. 625.85 (022) 
1931-TRAITE D'ASPHALTAGE, par O. Hubert, 
directeur technique de la Compagnie Gréco. 222 
p., 16 x 25, 74 fig. (430 gr.). Br, 50 fr. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog .. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85 (022) 
1928- BEITRAGE ZUR TEERSTRASSENBAU-
FORSCHUNG, INSONDERKEIT STUDIEN üBER 
DIE MISCHUNG VON TEER UND ASPHAL!:Í'. 
Lüer - Berlín 1928. Allgem. Ind. Verl. 64 p. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Uniwrsida.d 
OBERBACH 625.85 (04) 
1931- ASPHALT, UND TEERTRASSENDEC-
KEN, IHRE FUNDAMENTIERUNG UND ZUSA.-
MMENSETZUNG. l;Ialle, 1931, Boerner, 36 p .. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625. 85 (058) 
1929- ASPHALT. KLETNES TASCHENBUCH 
FüR DEN PRAKTISCHEN STRASSENBAUER. 
Asph'a1t Ass. New York, Berlín 1929.· Allgem. 
Ind. Verl. 118 p. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.85.09 
1929-NOUVELLES SUGGESTIONS EN VUE D' 
EVITER QUE L'ASPHAÍ:,TE DES CHAUSSEES 
NE DEVIENNE GLISSANT. Kropfhmmer - Er-
dol u. Teer. 1929, p. 46-47 . 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la. Universidad 
WILHEIMI 625.851 
1931- GEBLASENE ASPHALTE FüR DEN 
STRASSENBAU. Strassenbau, 1931, p. 237-39. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
NEUMANN 62§.851 
1932 - DlE BINDEMITTEL TEER UND AS-
PHALTBITUMEN UND IHRE ANWENDUNGS-
GEBIETE. Verkehrstechn. 1932, p. 467 k (4). 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.851 
1931 - NEUZElTLICHE TEERSTRASSEN UND 
TEERBAUWEISEN. Verkehrstechn. (Strassenbau 
u. -unterhaltg) 1931, p. 31 ·· 36. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 




p. 578- 580. 
"Index Scientiae" 
625.851 
HARTG USSASPHALT AUF 
IM GLEISBEREICH DER 
KLOSE. Verkehrstechn. 1927 
Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
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( ...... ) 625. 851 NELLENSTEYN 625.852.096 
1928- HARTG USSASPHALT ALS STRASSEN-
BELAG iJNÍ> SEINE MASOHINELLE HERS-
TÉLÜTNG. Klose ~ Strassenbau 1928 p. 118-21. 
• 'J~dr;x Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
THO~AS 625.852 
1930~L'ASPHALTE I)AMMANN. G¡3n, civ. 
193.0, 20 sept. · 
"Tn~f'IX §cientiae" Oj. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1930-LE PROBLEME DES DERAPAGES SUR 
LES ROUTES ASPHALTEES. Asphalt u. Teer, 
2 juillet 1930, p. 719 - 722. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.856 
1930-DAMMANN-ASPHALT. Rev. Gén. d. ron-
tes, mai 1930. 
"Index .Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
625.852 ( ...... ) 625. 856. 0042 ( 42) 
1931-LE ''COLPROVIA'', REVETEMENT BI-
Í''(J"MINEUX POUR CHASSEES. Géiiie .Civil, to, 
Íne; xbtx, 31 octobre 1931, pages 460- 461; 3 fi; 
gures. 1--- Le príncipe de revétement differ,e de 'ce~ 
lui des. bitumes a l 'état liquide ou a 1 'état collo1-
flal ernployés jusqu 'ici; e 'est un bitume de distilla-
tion, :¡p.ais a point de fusion tres élevé, par consé-
quent tres dur a la température ordinaire et incor" 
poré ji, froid a l 'agrégat sous forme de poudre; la 
:fárl¡ri/iation du colprovia, Iá pose compr!)nd trois opé-
r~tio,hs: épandage, régalage, cylindrage. ' 
f'IriiJ,ex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1931-BRlTISH STANDARD SPECIFICATION 
FO'R COLD ASPHALT MACADAM. Penetration 
(grouting and semi-grouting) method, using road 
emulsion, London, 1931, British Engg. Standards 
Ass. (British Standards Institution). 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
DEKKER 625. 856 ( 492) 
1931-ASFALT MACADAMWEGEN. Wegen. 
1931, N·o. 7. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la. Universidad 
n~psT 625.852.0042 J?OW 625.856.3 
l9jl],-l;>IE AUFRA.UHUNG DER BERLINER 
S'fAMPFASPHALTSTRASSEN. Die .Strasse; 1931, 
p~ 279- 84. . - . 
í'f[ndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
BONWETSCH 625.852 : 625.75 
1931 - QBERFLACHENBEHANDLUNG VON 
STAMPF A'SPHALTSTRASSEN. V erkehrsteclfn', 
(S~:r,as~.!Jnbau u. -untérhaltg). 1931, p. 29-30. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.852 : 629.113.5.00.42 
1928-ASPHALTPFLASTER. ZUR FRAGE DER 
.SCHLüPFRIGKEIT DES STAMPFASPHALT-
PFLASTERS - Loewenthal - Verkehrstechnik 
;1.928 p. 387-88. 
,,, Indea; .Scienti11e" O f. Biblio,q. de la Universidad 
,A:TWOLL 625.852 : 665.45 
1930-LES PRINCIPES FONDAMENTAUX DE 
:j;,A FABRICATION DE L'ASPHALTE DUR COU-
_f-E- Asphalt u. Teer, 23 Juli 1930, p. 791-96. 
''!ndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
JORDAN 625.852 (43) 
1930-HARDASFALT OP BUITENWEGEN. We-
gen, 1 Mei 1930, No. 9. · ' 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1931 - M O DE R N E KALTASPHALTE FüR 
STRASSENDECKEN. Can. Eng. 1931, p. 23 - 25. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
ALEXEJEFF 625.857 
1932- ERSATZ DES ASPHALTES DURCH XY-
LO-GOUDRON. Nbw. techn. Mosk, 1932, No 229,, 
p. l. 
''Index Scientiae" Of. Bíbliog. de la Universidad 
OBERBACH 625.857 
1930- L 'EXPERTISE DU GOUDRO:N' POUR 
ROUTES. Asphalt u. Teer. 1930, p. 1184-86. 
'' Index Scientiae '' Of. Eibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.857 
1929-LE GQUDRONNAGE ])ES ROUTES AL' 
ACADEMIE DE MEDECINE. Monats-Bull. Sch-
weiz. Ver. v, Gas-u. asserfachmann. 1929. p. 
302-03. - v. a. JI. d. Usines a G;:¡,z. 1929, p. 
567-70. 
"1ndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.857 
1928- DISPOSITIFS POUR LA DISTILLATION 
DU GOUDRON ÉN VUE DE LA FABRICATION 
DU GOUDRON POUR ROU'J;'ES. Teer u. Bit. 
1928. p. 599-602. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universida<r 
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WALTHER 625.857 : 668.731 FAIN, Jacob Mitchell 665.4 
1931-DEBER DEN ZUSATZ VON ASPHALT-
BITUMEN ZU STEINKOHLENTEEREN. Teer u, 
Bit. 1931, p. 165-71. . . 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
LENHARD 625.857 : 669.162.275.2 
1931- DIE AUFBEREITUNGSANLAGE. FüR 
DAMMANNASPHALT IN EICHELSCHEID-RHE" 
INPFALZ. Asphalt u. Teer, 19'31, p .. 339-45. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad. 
DUVIGNEAUD, J. 625.857 (44-17) 
1930- ENDUISAGES AU GOUDRON DANS LES 
DEP ARTEMENTS FRANCAIS PROCHES DE LA 
BELGIQUE. Liége, Thone, 1930, So, 18 p. (Con-
gres national de la route. l. Liége 1930). 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.857 (489) 
1929-MANUFACTURE OF ROAD TAR AT 
SMALL GAS-WORKS IN DENMARK.- Ovist-
Gas JI. 1929. p. 164-65. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog., de la Universidad 
( ...... ) 625.858 
1930-LE BETON AU GOUDRON. Kaersten -
Teer u. Bitumen 1930. p. 109- 11. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
1 
K' O SS, R. B. 625. 858 . 656. 71 
1932-L'EMPLOI D'EMULSION D'ASPHALTE 
SUR L'AEROPORT DE DALLAS. Roads and 
Streets, tome LXXV, :J,Oílt 1932 pages '341- 342; 
5 figures. - L'aérodrome. est marécageux. Pes 
moyens de dr'ainage ne parurent pas économiques 
pour tout le terrain. Utilisation de 4 pistes de 
30 metres de latgeur convergentes vers le centre 
de 300 me tres de longeur chacune. Le poids des 
avions atteint 7 tonnes, mais l'effort dynamique 
atteint 1,5 a 2,5 fois le poids statique. Emploi 
d 'un enduit de bitume sur de la pierre blanche. 
Maéhine utilisée pour faire l 'enduit. Aspect d11 l' 
enduit. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de .la Universidad 
ASFALTO (Fabl'icación) 
FISCHER, ,Emil J. {}65.4 
1932- UNTERSUCHUNG VON ASPHAT..'l' - UND 
PECHGEMENGEN. Mit 23 ~tbbildungen und l:± t:J,, 
bellen im text. Halle (S.aale) w, Knapp, 4 p. l.,'llo 
p. illus. 24 1f2 cm. 
"Index Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Ut~<iversiiJad 
1932- THE STABILIZATION OF' AQUE<)US DIS· 
PERSIONS OF ASPHALT WI'l'TI SP.BCtAL REFE-
RENCE TO SUSPENDABILITY ANJ) FILM PRO-
PERTIES. New York city, 4 p. l., ot' p. ill{¡s., 
diag~s. 23 cm. 
"Index ,<;cientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
MARCUSSON, .Julius 665.4 
1931- DIE ' NATuRLICHEN UND I<:tTNSl'LI-
CHEN ASPHALTE, IHRE GEWiNNUNG, Vl'JR,-
WENDUNG, ZUSAMMENSE'l'ZUXG UNll UN'l'EH-
SUCHUNG, HRSG. UNTER MITWILKjJNG, von 
pro. H. BURCHARTZ und pro. P. WILKE. 2., 
verb. aufl .. mit 31 figureJl und 51 tabellini ím 
text und aufl eíner ausschlagtafel. Leipzig, W, 
Engelmann, xii, 253, 1 p. illus., feld. tab. diagrs. 
23 .. % cm. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
( .. ·'' .. ) 665.-;1/5 
1923-PROJET DE TERMINOLOGIE UNIFOHME. 
Projet des pétroles et de leurs dérivés, de,: bitUines, 
asphaltes et des matériaux goudrormeu;;:. ' 'Outillage'' 
Mai 26. p. 607-12. Juin 2. p. o:H. 
"Index S<Jientiae" Of. Bf,bliog. de ía U'l}>iversiif,ad 
Me CABE, Warren Lee 665.4 : 620.72 
1932-HEATING ASPHALT WITH! DIPHENLY 
VAPOR.~ (Ann Arbor,'Mich.) 5 p. 1., (B) -"[6 p. 
illus., diagrs. 23 cm. (Dept. of iml,ti:iieer·ing· res-
ea.rch, University of· Michigan ... · ,Enginecring res, 
earch bulletin. n°. 23) ' · 
"I,ndex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog,. de la Uni'l'.ersidad 
WILHELMI 665.41 : 625. 85 
1931- P ARAFFIN IM ASPHALT ALE\ STRAS-
SENBAUSTOFF.- Aspha:lt u. Teer, 1931, p. 303-07~ 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
TRUTNOVSKY 665.H. 
1930- HECHERCHES EíUR LA I'iiS'l'ILLA'.riON 
DU GOUDRON DE LIGNITE. -:- Te0r u. Bit. sept. 
1930, p. 405- 07'. 
"I.ndex Scie,ntiqoe" Of. Bjbliljg. de la Universidad 
' BEZOET, de Bie 665.45 
1924 - BESCHRYVING VAN DE DIVERSE 
GHONDSTOFFON, WAARINT .¡\SPH4T,.T GE.I<'A-
BHIOEEHD WORDT, DE 0NDERZOEKINGSME-
THODEN E~ DE GEBRUIKELYK~l WE.GCO~~­
TRUCTIES. "De Ingo¡litmr" .Juli 2.6,,l3dz. 565 -'1. 
"Ind(!x Scientiae" Of, if$ibliQfj. de ~a U'!l!íversidwd 
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( ...... ) 665.45 ltUBRARD 
1924-L'ASPHALTE DE PETROLEO. Ses proprié, 
tes. Sos usages· "Lubricat!on" oct. p. i ~ 7: 
"'Index Bcientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
ABRAHAM 665.45 
1932-ASPHALTS AND ALLIED SUBS'l'ANCES. 
New York, 1932,. 899 p. (Se. L. 376) 
':Index Bcientiae" o/ Bibliog. de la Universidad 
FISCH'ER, 6~.45 
1930 ~ MATIERES PREMIERES ORGANIQUES 
POUR LA FABRICATION DES PRODUITS ABA-
SE D 'ASPHALTE ET DE BRAI D.ANS LEURS 
RELATIONS AVEC QUELQUES SOLVANTS PEtT 
USITÉS. ASPHALT u. Teer, 17 déc. 1930 p. 
1332.34. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
FISCHER 665 .45. 0.014 
1932- UNT:¡!]RSUCHUNGEN VON ASPHALT· 
UND PECHMENG EN. Halle, 1932, Kn:app, 116 p. 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de .la lln~versidad 
P!OTROWSKI & BURSTIN 665.45.0014 : 665.412 
1931- DIE METHODEN ZUR BE~TIMMUNG 
DES PARAFFINGEHALTES IN ASPHALTEN. 
Petr. N°. 13, Asphalt u. Strassenb. 1931, p. 3- 7. 
"Inaex Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de la Universidad 
NELLENSTEYN 665 .45 : 541.123;,23, 
1931-DE OPLOSBAARHEID VAN ASFALTBI-
TUMEN EN ASFALTTEEREN IN ENK.ELE 
MENGSELS. Ch. W. 1931, p. 313-14. 
· "Index· Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. de l'a Universidud 
NELLENSTEYN & ROODDENBURG 665.45 : 543 
DETERMINATION DE LA TENEUR EN AS-
PHALTENES. Chem. Ztg. 1930, p. 819. 
"lndex Scientiae" Of. Bibliog. de la Universida.d 
KRAUTSCHNEIDER 665.45 : 620.178 
1931- DIE PHYSIKALISCHE PRüFUNG DER 
',.ASPHALTE UND BITUMA IN DEUTSCHLAND. 
Teer u. Bit. 19B1, p. 182-85. 
1933-:- LIQUID ASPHALTIC ROAD MATERIAL 
FROM THE PRODUCER'S STANDPOINT. Pap. 
3rd mid-year meeting, Am. Petr. Inst., Tulsa, 
Okla, May 19, 1933. · 
"Index Scientiae" O f. Bibliog. 
NELLENSTEYN & LOMAN 665.45 : 625.85 
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